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Appendix 1:  Climate
Risk of frost in the Katanning Zone
Muhammad J Siddiqi, Catchment Hydrologist, Katanning
Most crops and plants have varying degrees of susceptibility to frost that can cause
serious losses to agricultural crops.  Under calm conditions, overnight temperatures at
ground level are often 5°C lower than those measured in the thermometer screen (base
height 1.1 m).  For sound planning of production it is necessary to be aware of the risk
of frost.  A minimum temperature of 2°C in the thermometer screen will generally
correspond to a light frost, whereas 0°C implies heavy frost.  When temperature falls to
-2°C or below, killing frost occurs.  Frosts are more severe in the bottom of a valley or
depression (frost pockets) than on a slope.  These frost pockets should be avoided for
growing crops.
To calculate first and last occurrences of frost, the year was divided into two parts.
Daily minimum temperatures from January to July were used to calculate first
occurrence and from August to December were used to calculate last occurrence. A
first occurrence is that day when the minimum temperature first equals or goes below
the specified temperature.  A last occurrence is that day prior to 31 December when
the minimum temperature last equals or goes below the specified temperature.  The
dates of the first and last occurrences of minimum temperatures of 2°C and 0°C for
Katanning were calculated from 1961 to 2000.  Probabilities of the dates of frost are
presented in Figure 1.
It can be seen that there is a 20% probability that a  minimum temperature of 2°C or
less (light frost) will occur on or before 21 May and an 80% chance that such a
temperature will last until 24 October. The earliest occurrence on record for a
minimum of 2°C or less was 5 May and the latest was 20 November.  Similarly, there
is a 20% probability that Katanning will experience heavy frost (0°C) on or before
13 June and an 80% probability that such events will last until 18 September. The
average duration of light frost is 115 days and the average of heavy frost is 67 days.
Probablility of frost events per season from historical records are shown in Figure 2.
For more information visit the Department of Agriculture websites below or contact a
Department of Agriculture office.
• Symptoms of frost damage in cereals. Farmnote 53/92
(http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/agency/Pubns/farmnote/1992/f05392.htm)
• Managing Frost Prone Land in the Eastern Wheatbelt
(http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/progserv/plants/agronomy/)
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Fig. 1: Probabilities of dates of first and last frost for specified
           minimum temperature (1961-2000) for Katanning.
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Star t of mi n. tem p. <= 0 deg. C
End of min. tem p. <=  0 d eg. C
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Fig. 2: Probabilities of frost events per  season for  a specified
           minimum temperature  (1961-2000) for Katanning.
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Appendix 2: Hydrology
Tim Mathwin, Hydrogeologist, Katanning
The lateritic profile
The lateritic profile is widespread over the South-West Hydrological Region.  The
term laterite often causes confusion.  It sometimes refers only to the iron and
aluminium-rich duricrust (cemented gravel and ironstone).  In other cases it is applied
to the whole deeply weathered profile and so includes the leached clays.  In this
report we refer to the ‘lateritic profile’ when discussing the entire sequence from
bedrock to the soil surface.  The lateritic profile is 2-50 metres thick and a typical
profile consists of a number of horizons shown below.
All of these horizons are not present in every lateritic profile.  For example the
mottled zone is often absent (or thin) in the Wheatbelt Hydrological Zone.  Lateritic
profiles have formed on both crystalline and sedimentary rocks, so in some areas the
upper profile is of sedimentary origin while the lower is derived from crystalline
bedrock.
The lateritic profile probably once covered most of the South-West Hydrological
Region with the exception of the coastal plains.  In the eastern woolbelt and
Topsoil consists of a sand or
sandy loam material, typically with
abundant ferruginous nodules
(ironstone gravel).
This is underlain by an iron
indurated crust of cemented gravel,
commonly called duricrust or
ironstone caprock.
The mottled zone consists of a
pale clay material with extensive
red, orange or yellow mottles.
The pallid zone is a pale sandy
clay from which the iron has been
removed.  It is the intensely
weathered end result of
lateritisation.
Saprock is partially weathered rock
which typically consists of a gritty
material retaining the fabric of the
underlying rock.
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wheatbelt the lateritic profile is often localised (these pockets are called
‘breakaways’), truncated (i.e. the top two or three horizons have been removed) or
completely stripped away with fresh rock exposed.
The genesis of the lateritic profile remains a topic of controversy and can be
examined in Woolnough (1927); Stephens (1946); Mulcahy (1960); Bowler (1982);
McArthur (1991); and Verboom and Galloway (2000).
Estimated velocities of lateral groundwater flow in some typical flow systems
(after Tille et al. 2000)
Flow system Lateral flow velocity (m/day)
Wheatbelt Eastern Woolbelt
Discharge from semi-confined aquifers (Figure 2.6) 0.01-1.00 0.01-1.00
Capillary rise from valley aquifers (Figures 2.8) 0.01-1.00 0.02-2.00
Discharge over bedrock highs (Figure 2.9) 0.2-2.0 0.3-2.5
Break of slope seep  (Figure 2.11) 0.2-2.0 0.3-2.5
Discharge over dolerite dykes (Figure 2.12) 0.2-2.0 0.3-2.5
Typical values and ranges of saturated hydraulic conductivity for a variety of
soil materials from south-western Australia (after Tille et al. 2000)
Saturated hydraulic conductivitySoil material
Mean (m/day) Range (m/day)
Coarse loamy sand1 ≈2.70 1.7-4.5
Duplex topsoil (sand/loamy sand)2 ≈1.80 1.6-2.1
Duplex topsoil (sandy loam)3 ≈1.50 0.5-2.9
Duplex subsoil (sandy clay loam)2 ≈0.10 0.02-0.20
Duplex subsoil (sandy clay)3 ≈0.10 0.01-0.20
Hardpan4 ≈0.004 0.001-0.012
1. Moore et al. (1998); 2. Seow et al. (1988); 3. Cox (1988); 4. George and Conacher (1993)
Catchment Water Balance Equation
Without the benefit of long-term trend analysis of piezometer hydrographs it is still
possible to calculate whether there is overall recharge to the groundwater system of
a catchment.  The water balance of a system (e.g. a catchment) can be expressed as
an equation for a volume of water over a given time period.
DW+DG=R-(Q+A+E+I) where:
• DW is the change in water storage in the unsaturated zone
• DG is the change in water storage in the saturated zone
• R is rainfall entering the system
• Q is stream flow leaving the system
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• A is groundwater flow leaving the system
• E is all other evaporation from surface water and evapotranspiration from soil and
plants
• I is water lost through interception.
If DW+DG is a positive value, the volume of groundwater is increasing and there is
net recharge.
If DW+DG is a negative value, there is a net depletion or drawdown of groundwater.
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Appendix 3: Soils
Angela Stuart-Street, Soils Resource Officer, Katanning
Soil-landscape units in the Katanning Zone
Soil-landscape units Landscape description and major soil groups
Carrolup (Ca)
27,272 ha  (8.8% ) Gently undulating to undulating rises, with low hills and narrow alluvial plains
Ca1 Upper slopes, hil l crests and breakaways.  Sandy gravels with minor areas of
gravelly pale deep sands
Ca1s Upper slope sandy phase.  Areas of pale deep sands on upper slopes
associated with gravels
Ca2 Lower to upper slopes.  Grey deep sandy duplex soils with minor areas of grey
shallow sandy duplex soils
Ca3 Mid to upper slopes with dolerite and granite outcrop common.  Grey deep
sandy duplex soils and gritty brown deep sands
Ca4 Lower slopes, footslopes, and drainage lines.  Grey shallow and deep sandy
duplex soils
Ca5 Valley flats, stream channels and lower slopes.  Saline wet soils with minor
areas of grey deep sandy duplex soils
Ca6 Valley flats and narrow plains with small dunes.  Grey deep and shallow sandy
duplex soils with saline wet soils
Coblinine (Cb)
60,690 ha  (19.7% )
Broad alluvial plains, lacustrine plains including lakes, swamps, dunes lunettes
and small areas of sandplain
Cb1 Plains with stream channels and dunes.  Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex is
common with alkaline grey deep sandy duplex
Cb2 Broad valley floors with saline stream channels.  Saline wet soil is dominant with
alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex
Cb3 Broad saline valley floors.  Mainly saline wet soil with very small areas of hard
cracking clays
Cb4 Lakes and swamps, with lunettes, swales and dunes.  Saline wet soil and salt
lake soil are dominant
Cb5 Lunettes, dunes and swales.  Alkaline grey shallow loamy duplex with brown
deep sand and alkaline grey deep sandy duplex
Cb6 Sandplain and dunes.  Grey deep sandy duplex is dominant with brown deep
sand and gravelly pale deep sand
Datatine (Dt)
17,718 ha (5.7%)
Gently undulating to undulating rises and low hills with gneiss rock outcrops,
valley flats and alluvial plains
Dt1 Gravelly hil l crests and upper slopes capping the undulating rises.  Deep sandy
gravel and shallow gravel are dominant
Dt2 Slopes and hill crests formed on weathered gneiss, dolerite and granite.
Calcareous loamy earth and grey deep sandy duplex
Dt3 Foot slopes and lower slopes.  Calcareous loamy earth, with alkaline grey
shallow loamy and sandy duplexes
Dt4 Valley flats and narrow plains.  Alkaline grey and red shallow loamy duplexes
with saline wet soil
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Soil-landscape Units Landscape description and major soil groups
East Katanning (Ek)
69,068 ha (22.5%) Gently undulating gravelly rises and rarely, undulating low gravelly hills
Ek1 Hill crests and upper slopes with mainly sandy gravels and very small areas of
deep sands and loamy gravels
Ek1s Sandy phase of hil l crests and upper slopes, dominated by pale deep sand,
with pale shallow sand and gravelly pale deep sand
Ek2 Slopes and broad hill crests of rises.  Grey deep sandy duplex with hardsetting
alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex
Ek3 Gently undulating rises with hardsetting grey shallow loamy and sandy duplex
soils, often with alkaline subsoils
Ek4 Valley flats with mainly saline wet soils and grey deep sandy duplex
Kukerin (Kk)
430 ha (0.14% ) Gently undulating to undulating rises, and occasional undulating low hills
Kk1dg Deep gravel phase of hill crests and upper to mid-slopes, dominated by
shallow gravels and deep sandy gravel
Kk1s Sandy phase of hil l crests and upper to mid-slopes, dominated by pale shallow
sand, gravelly pale deep sand and pale deep sand
Nyabing (Ny)
67 831 ha (22% ) Gently undulating to undulating rises
Ny1 Hill crests, summit surfaces and upper slopes, less commonly lower to mid-
slopes
Ny1s Mid to upper slopes.  Pale deep sands with small areas of moderately deep
sandy gravels
Ny2 Drainage lines, lower to upper slopes and hill crests. Alkaline grey shallow
sandy and loamy duplexes
Ny2c Clay phase of drainage lines, lower to mid-slopes and less commonly upper
slopes and hill crests.  Alkaline grey shallow sandy and loamy duplexes,
usually with hardsetting surfaces
Ny3 Lower to upper slopes, drainage lines and less commonly hil l crests. Alkaline
grey shallow sandy duplexes
Tieline (Tn)
56,622 ha (18.4%)
Level to gently undulating plains and gently undulating rises with valley flats
and alluvial plains
Tn1 Valley flats and plains with alkaline grey shallow loamy duplex, grey shallow
sandy duplex and saline wet soils
Tn2 Lower to upper slopes, summit surfaces and crests with grey deep and shallow
duplex soils
Upper Pallinup (Up)
7,364 ha  (2.4% )
Gently undulating and less commonly, undulating rises.  Dolerite and gabbro
dykes feature prominently
Up1 Hill crests and upper slopes.  Duplex sandy gravel is dominant with grey deep
sandy duplex
Up2 Lower to upper slopes.  Grey deep sandy duplex is dominant with grey shallow
loamy duplex
Up3 Mid and upper slopes and hill crests, featuring rock outcrops.  Red deep sandy
duplex and grey deep sandy duplex common
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Soil Information Sheets for Upper Blackwood
Heather Percy, Soil Resource Officer, Bunbury
The following pages contain soil information sheets for the specific soil series
identified in the Upper Blackwood area.  The land management units below are listed
from most extensive to least extensive in the Katanning Zone.  Some soil series can
be found in more than one land management unit.  The soil groups are arranged in
alphabetical order.
Land Management Unit Soil group Soil series
1. Poorly Drained Sandy Duplex Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex Fairclough
Grey deep sandy duplex Indinup
Grey deep sandy duplex Moojebin
Acid shallow duplex Balkuling-1
2. Sandy Duplex
Brown deep sand Yowangup
Duplex sandy gravel Wahkinup
Deep sandy gravel Gibbs
Loamy gravel Cumming
3. Gravel Ridges and Slopes
Shallow gravel Worsley-1
Grey shallow loamy duplex Kibbleup4. Grey/Greyish Brown Loams and
Clays Alkaline grey shallow loamy duplex Peterson
Alkaline red shallow loamy duplex Winspear5. Red Soils
Calcareous loamy earth (red) Filmer
6. Salt-affected land Wet saline soil Brynie
Pale deep sand Ravenscliffe
Gravelly pale deep sand Kauring
7. Pale Deep sand
Yellow deep sand Jarrahwood
8. Mallet Hills Acid shallow duplex Balkuling-1
Yellow deep sand Jarrahwood9. Yellow and Brown Deep Sands
Brown deep sand Yowangup
10. Salt Lakes No soil groups or series
11. Rock Outcrops No soil groups or series
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Acid shallow duplex Balkuling-1 Soil Series
This has a thin gravelly sandy topsoil over acidic red clay subsoil.  The soils are usually high
in salt and w hen cleared are often hardsetting.  Stock are often attracted to them and use the
clay subsoil as salt licks.  Balkuling is closely related and has loamy, less gravelly topsoils
over acidic red clay subsoils.  These soils are know n as “mallet hill soils”.
Occurrence: They are formed on kaolinised clay (pallid zone clay) and are usually found on
or just below  breakaw ays.
Native vegetation: Mallet forest generally w ith a sparse understorey.  The dominant species
are brow n mallet, blue mallet and silver mallet.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-5 Dark brow n organic clayey f ine sand;
10% fine angular, quartz gravels;
strongly w ater repellent; pH 5.2; EC
51mS/m; abrupt, smooth boundary.
5-15 Red light clay; w eakly developed
structure; many black nodules; 50%
medium ironstone gravels; pH 4.7; EC
110mS/m; clear, smooth boundary.
15-70 Red light medium clay; strongly
developed structure; pH 4.0; EC
110mS/m; gradual, irregular boundary.
70-160 White coarse sandy clay loam; w eakly
developed structure; pH 3.8; EC
420 mS/m.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC0152)
pH measured in CaCl2  and EC in 1:5 soil:w ater.
Characteristic soil properties
• Gravelly sandy loam over clay <30 cm
• Subsoil often saline
• Usually moderately w ell drained
• Shallow  depth of topsoil, often <15 cm
• Sodic, strongly acidic clay subsoil
 Land management unit: Mallet Hills
Australian Soil Classification: Ferric Magnesic-Natric Red Kurosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: A minor soil in Do2, Kk2 and Kk3dg
 Similar soils: Balkuling-1 has a gravelly sandy topsoil w hile Balkuling has loamy topsoil.
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Agricultural land use and management
Balkuling-1 Soil Series Acid shallow duplex
The optimal high water use system is to fence and manage remnant vegetation or
revegetate if previously cleared.  This soil is prone to wind and water erosion, so
cover should be established (if low) or maintained all year round, through pastures or
stubble retention in cropping rotations. The soil is generally located on mallet hills or
on breakaways, therefore fencing and allowing native bush to regenerate is the best
option.  Low pH and high salinity levels also restrict crop yields.
Crops:  Soil is often highly acidic and results in poor crop yields and bare patches in
paddocks.  Cereals may produce reasonable yields if sufficient topsoil remains.
Annual pastures: Subterranean clovers may prove suitable for annual pastures.
Perennial pastures: Tall wheat grass may prove an option for this soil.
Revegetation with commercial trees and shrubs: Some oil mallee species.  Brown
mallet (Eucalyptus astringens) can produce high quality timber.
Revegetation with native trees and shrubs: Regeneration of remnant vegetation is
the best option for this soil.  Native species for revegetation include brown mallet
(Eucalyptus astringens), blue mallet (E. gardeneri); silver mallet (E. argyphea) and
silver mallee (E. falcata), Hakea multilineata, Melaleuca uncinata.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both the topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoil (10-20 cm) are acid in these soils, even
in the clay subsoils.  Although liming is recommended it is not economic if the
clay subsoil is acidic.
Dams & catchments Dams built into the mottled zone clay, which is close to the surface in these
soils, are prone to leak and are not recommended.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Water erosion is a problem on these soils but because they often occur on
breakaways on which earthworks are usually difficult to design and construct.
Banks may be required down slope of these soils to control run-off from them.
Salinity These soils often have saline clay subsoils which when exposed at the surface
are prone to erosion and attract stock.  This salinity is not associated with
shallow saline watertable.  They are generally not at risk of secondary salinity
as they are located high in the landscape.
Structural decline High risk of topsoil decline but the clay subsoil has low risk of subsoil
compaction.
Soil water storage Low as low pH and high soil salinity in the clay subsoil limits plant roots.
Water erosion Moderate risk increasing to high where slopes are greater than 10% which is
often the case on distinct breakaways.
Water repellence Highly susceptible, particularly under native vegetation.
Waterlogging Well drained and not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion Low risk.
Workability Fair, the surface may be hardsetting and slopes greater than 5% reduce
workability.
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Alkaline grey shallow loamy duplex Peterson Soil Series
This soil has a hardsetting grey sandy loam to loam topsoil over clay subsoil below
10 to 15 cm.  The subsoil is sodic, yellowish brown in colour and alkaline with a
calcareous subsoil layer (lime) within 50 cm.  Because of its shallow hard topsoil, it is
often referred to as “grey clay” or “Sunday soil”.
Occurrence: Usually found on broad alluvial plains and valley flats.
Native vegetation: Open woodlands with red morrel and salmon gums as dominant trees.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-12 Dark greyish brown organic sandy
clay loam; weakly developed
structure; pH 5.3; abrupt, wavy
boundary.
12-55 Brown medium clay; strongly
developed structure; very few
carbonate concretions; pH 6.1;
gradual, smooth boundary.
55-150 Brown medium clay; strongly
developed structure; few carbonate
concretions (lime); pH 8.4; diffuse,
wavy boundary.
150-200 Brown light clay; many white
kaolinised clay mottles; weakly
developed structure; pH 7.8.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC0067)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• Hardsetting surface
• Sandy loam, or less commonly loam, over
light-medium heavy clay <20 cm
• Sodic, alkaline subsoil
• Carbonate content (lime) is variable
• Slightly acidic topsoil over alkaline to
strongly alkaline subsoil
• Poorly to imperfectly drained
 Land management unit: Grey/greyish brown loams and clays
 Australian Soil Classification: Hypocalcic Subnatric Brown Sodosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Cb1; Cb2; Cb3; Do2; Kk4
 Similar soils: Fairclough Soil Series has sandier topsoils; Kibbleup Series has neutral, non-
calcareous clay subsoils.
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Agricultural land use and management
Alkaline grey shallow loamy duplex Peterson Soil Series
The optimal high w ater use systems are permanent perennial pastures, alley or phase
farming to control recharge and w aterlogging.  Soil is prone to w aterlogging and has poor
topsoil structure.  With appropriate management such as addition of gypsum and one-pass
operations it can support reasonable yields.  Other options are green manuring w ith
productive legume pastures or crop legumes such as peas or vetches, to increase organic
matter content, and stubble retention to improve w ater inf iltration.
Crops: Cereals are suitable w ith appropriate management such as early sow ing to avoid
waterlogging and germination problems.  Canola is suitable if  there is no w aterlogging and
compaction.  Faba beans, f ield peas and vetches should also prove productive.  Chickpeas
and lentils should be grow n on w ell drained soils.  Phase farming is recommended and w ould
involve around three years of crop rotations follow ed by at least three years of a suitable,
well-established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Caliph and Santiago medics.  In areas w ith more than 400 mm rainfall,
Orion medic, Prolif ic and Nitro Plus Persian clovers can be valuable.
Perennial pastures: Lucerne can be productive w here waterlogging is not regular.  Phalaris
in a mix w ith an appropriate annual pasture legume is a good option.  If  the soil is slightly
saline, then tall w heat grass and balansa clover are the best options.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Oil mallees for heavy soils (E.
loxophleba subsp. lissophloia and E. polybractea). Brown mallet (E. astringens) for timber.
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Salmon gum (E. salmonophloia); York gum
(E. loxophleba); red morrel (E. longicornis); Billardiera bicolor var. bicolor; Sollya
heterophylla; Callistemon phoeniceus; Hakea preissii; Melaleuca halmaturorum subsp.
cymbifolia and M. lateriflora.  Acacia redolens and A. glaucoptera are native to the south-east
and grow  well.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Topsoils (0-10cm) often slightly acid and should be monitored regularly and limed
when appropriate.  The clay subsoils are alkaline.
Dams & catchments Suitable for dams provided test drilling rules out saline groundwater within 8-10 m
(particularly on valley floors).  Soil is a good natural catchment if on slopes.
Roaded catchments must be constructed carefully to avoid them eroding.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to control run-off on slopes to reduce water erosion and to collect
water into dams are recommended particularly slopes greater than 1%.
Salinity Non-saline but with a high risk of salinity when they occur on valley floors.  On
slopes the risk of salinity is low and is associated with drainage lines.
Structural decline Moderate for topsoils, which often set hard when dry, low risk for the clay subsoils.
Soil water storage Moderate, plant roots can access stored water via cracks and old root channels.
Water erosion Moderate risk of water erosion.
Water repellence Low susceptibility as surface is sandy loam or finer.
Waterlogging High risk of waterlogging and inundation on valley floors; moderate risk on slopes.
Wind erosion Low risk of wind erosion.
Workability Fair. Soil can only be worked over a narrow moisture range.  This can be
overcome through reduced disturbance, particularly using one-pass operations.
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Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex Fairclough Soil Series
This soil has a hardsetting surface and grey, sandy and hard topsoil. This overlies a
sodic, alkaline subsoil often within 15 cm.  Because of its shallow hard topsoil, it is
often referred to as a “grey clay” or a “Sunday soil”.
Occurrence: Mainly on valley flats and broad alluvial plains and, less commonly, on
slopes of rises.  On rises they are usually found on mid to lower slope positions.
Native vegetation: Open woodlands with red morrel and salmon gum the dominant
trees.
Soil profile description (Fairclough-1)
Depth (cm)
0-20 Very dark greyish brow n heavy clayey
sand; w eakly developed structure; pH 6.3;
EC 4.0 mS/m; clear boundary.
20-30 Brow n sandy loam; massive layer; <5%
fine quartz gravel; pH 7.4; EC 3.3 mS/m;
wavy, clear boundary.
30-102 Light grey medium clay w ith f ine distinct
red and common faint brow n mottles;
weakly developed structure; sand-f illed
root channels; pH 9.2; EC 12.6 mS/m;
gradual boundary.
102-155 Light brow nish grey medium clay w ith
distinct brow n mottles; w eakly developed
structure; sand f illed root channels; few
pockets of soft calcareous segregations
(lime); pH 9.8; EC 50 mS/m;
Soil described by Paul Gallow ay (Site COR0090)
pH and EC (measured in 1:5 soil:w ater
Characteristic soil properties
• Hardsetting surface
• Clayey f ine or medium sand topsoil w hen
clay subsoil <15 cm, f ine or medium sand
to loamy fine or medium sand topsoil w hen
clay 15-30 cm
• Alkaline subsoil w ith free carbonate (lime)
• Weakly to moderately structured subsoil
• Sodic subsoil
• Poorly to moderately w ell drained
 Land management unit: Poorly drained sandy duplex
Australian Soil Classification: Calcic Mesonatric Brown Sodosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Cb2; Cb3; Do2; Kk3dd; Kk3sd; Kk4
 Similar soils: Peterson and Kibbleup Soil Series both have loamy topsoils and Kibbleup also
has neutral, non-calcareous subsoils.  Fairclough-1 has grey subsoils and Fairclough-2
has yellow  subsoils.
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Agricultural land use and management
Alkaline grey shallow sandy duplex Fairclough Soil Series
The optimal high w ater use systems are phase farming or permanent perennial pastures.
Waterlogging and poor topsoil structure are common.  Many crops are productive with
appropriate management practices e.g. one-pass operations to reduce compaction, the
addition of gypsum and green manuring w ith productive legume pastures or crop legumes
such as peas or vetches, to increase organic matter content.
Crops:  Cereals are suitable w ith appropriate management such as early sow ing to avoid
waterlogging and germination problems.  Canola is suitable, if  there is no w aterlogging and
compaction.  Faba beans, f ield peas and vetches should also prove productive.  Chickpeas
and lentils should be grow n on w ell drained soils.  Phase farming is recommended and w ould
involve around 3 years of crop rotations follow ed by at least 3 years of a suitable, w ell-
established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Caliph and Santiago medics are appropriate.  In areas w ith >400 mm
rainfall, Orion medic, Prolif ic and Nitro Plus Persian clovers can be valuable.
Perennial pastures: Lucerne can be productive if  the soil is not w aterlogged or inundated
for long periods, or w hile the pasture is establishing.  Phalaris mixed w ith subterranean
clover or balansa clover is another possibility.  If  the soil is tending tow ards salinity, then tall
wheat grass and balansa w ill be the best option.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Oil mallees for heavy soils (E.
loxophleba subsp. lissophloia and E. polybractea). Brown mallet (E. astringens) for timber.
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Salmon gum (E. salmonophloia); York gum
(E. loxophleba); red morrel (E. longicornis); Billardiera bicolor var. bicolor; Sollya
heterophylla; Callistemon phoeniceus; Hakea preissii; Melaleuca halmaturorum subsp.
cymbifoli and M. lateriflora.  Acacia redolens and A. glaucoptera grow  well.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Topsoils (0-10 cm) often acid.  Subsoil acidification is generally not a problem as
the clay subsoil is alkaline.  Regular monitoring and liming is advised
Dams & catchments Suitable for dams provided test drilling rules out saline groundwater within 8-10 m
(particularly on valley floors).  The soil is a good natural catchment if on slopes.
Roaded catchments must be constructed carefully to avoid erosion.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to control run-off on slopes to reduce water erosion and to collect
water into dams are recommended particularly slopes greater than 1%.
Salinity Non-saline but with a high risk of salinity when they occur on valley floors.  Salinity
risk is low on slopes but often associated with drainage lines.
Structural decline Moderate for topsoils, which often set hard when dry; low risk for clay subsoils.
Soil water storage Moderate, plant roots can access stored water via cracks and old root channels.
Water erosion Moderate erosion risk for both the topsoil and clay subsoil, particularly on slopes.
Water repellence Low susceptibility as surface is generally loamy sand or finer.
Waterlogging High risk of waterlogging and inundation on valley floors; moderate risk on slopes.
Wind erosion Generally low risk.
Workability Fair. Soil can only be worked over a narrow moisture range.  This can be
overcome through reduced disturbance, particularly using one-pass operations.
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Alkaline red shallow loamy duplex Winspear Soil Series
Soil has a hardsetting surface and reddish brown loamy topsoils.  A red alkaline clay
subsoil, is usually within 15 cm.  The subsoil is whole-coloured, sodic and usually has
a carbonate (lime) layer within 50 cm.  Known as “red clays” or “red loams”.
Occurrence: Formed on weathered dolerite or gabbro and, as it usually occurs on
dykes, covers small areas and is often distributed linearly across the landscape.  On
mid to upper slopes and crests.  Elsewhere in the Dumbleyung Zone they occur on
lower slopes and valley floors.
Native vegetation: woodland with York gum and jam as the dominant species. In
some areas these soils support a mixed salmon gum-York gum woodland.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Dark reddish brow n heavy clay loam;
massive; 15% medium ironstone gravel;
pH 6.6; abrupt, smooth boundary.
10-25 Red medium clay; moderately
developed structure; very highly
calcareous; pH 8.1; clear, w avy
boundary.
25-70 Red; medium heavy clay; many
calcareous soft segregations (soft lime);
highly calcareous; pH 8.5; clear
boundary.
70-150 Red gravelly medium clay; w eakly
developed structure; many calcareous
soft segregations and few calcareous
nodules (lime); pH 8.7.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC2338)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• Reddish brow n to red topsoils
• Surface hardsetting
• Sandy loam, sandy clay loam or less
commonly clay loam over clay often
<15 cm
• Red sodic subsoil
• May contain black gravel
• Alkaline subsoil w ith a calcareous layer
(lime) w ithin 50 cm
• Moderately w ell drained, less often
imperfectly drained
 Land management unit: Red soils
Australian Soil Classification: Calcic Subnatric Red Sodosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do2; Do3
Similar soils: Filmer Soil Series has alkaline, clayier topsoils that are highly alkaline.
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Agricultural land use and management
Alkaline red shallow loamy duplex Winspear Soil Series
The optimal high water use system is crops rotated with annual or perennial
pastures.  It can be very productive if managed correctly.  Work should be on the
contour, and stubble retention may improve water infiltration.  It can be prone to
waterlogging on lower slopes, so perennial pastures and alley farming can help. To
avoid compaction and structural decline of loamy topsoil, tillage needs to be reduced,
preferably to one-pass operations, and organic matter levels increased.
Crops:  Cereals, faba beans, field peas, and vetches are suitable.  Chickpeas and
lentils on well drained soils.  Canola is suitable if waterlogging is not a problem.
Annual pastures: Caliph and Santiago medic are most appropriate.  If rainfall
exceeds 400 mm, Orion medic, and Prolific and Nitro plus Persian clovers are options.
Perennial pastures: Lucerne can be productive if establishment is good and there is
little waterlogging.  Phalaris mixed with subterranean clover or medics may also
prove good options.  Where there are summer moist areas, strawberry clover may be
productive, and if saline, tall wheat grass and balansa clover are best.
Revegetation with commercial trees and shrubs: Sandalwood or oil mallees.
Revegetation with native trees and shrubs: Salmon gum (E. salmonophloia); York
gum (E. loxophleba); red morrel (E. longicornis); jam (Acacia acuminata); manna
wattle (A. microbotrya); Billardiera b icolor var. bicolor and Callistemon phoeniceus.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Topsoils (0-10 cm) are often slightly acid.  Subsoil acidification is generally not a
problem as the alkaline clay subsoil occurs within 30 cm.  Regular monitoring of
topsoils and liming where appropriate is advised.
Dams & catchments Suitable for dams provided test drilling rules out shallow bedrock and saline
groundwater within 8-10 m (particularly on valley floors).  Good natural catchment
if on slopes.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to control run-off on slopes to reduce water erosion and collect water
into dams are recommended particularly slopes >2-3% and on longer slopes.
Salinity Non-saline but a low risk associated with drainage lines and saline seeps,
particularly as soils are formed on weathered dolerite or gabbro.
Structural decline Moderate for topsoils which often set hard when dry.  The clay subsoils, which
occur within 30 cm, have a low risk of subsoil compaction.
Soil water storage Moderate, plant roots usually can penetrate the clay subsoil via cracks and old
root channels to access water stored in these layers.
Water erosion Moderate risk.
Water repellence Low susceptibility as surface is sandy loam or finer.
Waterlogging Low risk due to shallow clay layer.
Wind erosion Low risk.
Workability Fair. The soil can only be worked over a narrow moisture range.  This can be
overcome through reduced disturbance, particularly using one-pass operations.
Rock outcrop and boulders can also reduce workability.
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Brown deep sand Yowangup Soil Series
This soil has loose grey brown sandy topsoils over yellowish brown sand extending to
depths of a metre or more. They are locally called river sands.
Occurrence: Most common on dunes on valley floors and broad alluvial plains.
Native vegetation: Tall heath (shrubland) with Banksia prionotes dominant.
Numerous Banksia, Dryandra, Hakea and Lambertia spp.  Christmas trees may be
present.  Rock sheoak, jam and York gum may also occur.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-17 Light yellowish brown coarse sand;
very weakly developed structure;
non-wetting; pH 6.5.
17-36 Light olive brown coarse sand; pH
7.0.
36-65 Light yellowish brown coarse sand;
pH 7.0
65-110 Brownish yellow coarse sand;
pH 6.5.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site NYA0038)
pH measured using Raupach and Tucker field kit, approximates pH in water.
Characteristic soil properties
• Loose surface
• Water repellent surface
• Yellow ish brown in colour
• Medium to coarse sand >80 cm
• Slightly acid to neutral
• Well to rapidly drained
 Land management unit: Yellow and brown deep sands
Australian Soil Classification: Basic Arenic Orthic Tenosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Minor soil on Cb2
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Agricultural land use and management
Brown deep sand Yowangup Soil Series
The optimal high w ater use system is revegetation w ith native species or fodder shrubs such
as tagasaste.  It generally produces low  yielding crops so revegetation or permanent
perennial pasture is recommended.  It is often associated w ith perched fresh water aquifers
with high recharge potential.  Can be a good source of fresh water.
Crops:  As this soil is rapidly drained and infertile, crop yields w ill be very low .  Oats should
do better than the other cereals, and narrow -leafed lupins are another option.
Annual pastures: Dalkeith and Nungarin subterranean clovers, and Santorini or Madeira
yellow  serradella and Cadiz French serradella are the best options.
Perennial pastures: Perennial veldt grass and serradella mix should do w ell w ith correct
management.  Lucerne may grow  well depending upon the pH and establishment.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Sandalw ood grows well. Pinus pinaster
is an option (see CALM for sharefarming details). Tagasaste in an alley system is good if
managed carefully w ith a good annual or perennial pasture betw een rows of shrubs.  Wattles
(Acacia saligna, A. rostellifera) and sheoaks (Allocasuarina spp.) may be an alternative.
Other options include banksia/dryandras for cut f lowers and sheoak (Allocasuarina spp.) for
high quality timber.  Other t imber species include sugar gum (E. cladocalyx), spotted gum
(Corymbia maculata) and pink f low ered ironbark (E. sideroxylon).
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Banksias (B. prionotes, B. attenuata,
B. baueri), one-sided bottlebrush (Calothamnus quadrifidus), sheoak (Allocasuarina
huegeliana), w attles (Acacia acuminata, A. lasiocarpa), Dryandra amarta, Christmas tree
(Nuytsia floribunda), tea-tree (Leptospermum erubescens) and York gum (Eucalyptus
loxophleba).  Acacia saligna and A. rostellifera are natives (though not to the catchment) that
are fast growing.  They w ill quickly stabilise an area and increase soil nitrogen.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are susceptible to acidification.
Regular monitoring and liming, where appropriate, is advised.
Dams & catchments Due to depth of sand overlying clay, development of dams and improved
catchments is not practical.  Larger areas of these soils often provide a valuable
water supply from fresh water soaks (EC<100 mS/m).
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Not suitable for earthworks and generally best avoided.
Salinity Non-saline but low risk of salinity as they occur on valley floors which may have
shallow saline watertable.  These soils are a source of high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low risk as topsoils have loose to soft surfaces. Moderate risk of subsurface
compaction
Soil water storage Low.
Water erosion Low risk on slopes of <1% and moderate risk on slopes between 1 and 3%.
Water repellence Highly susceptible due to sandy nature of topsoil.
Waterlogging Drains rapidly and not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion High risk if cleared, risk is extreme on exposed dune crests.
Workability Good.
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Calcareous loamy earth Filmer Soil Series
This soil is reddish brown and has a loamy surface over shallow clay.  The surface is
highly calcareous and fluffy when dry.  It may also crack on drying although this is not
obvious in cleared, cultivated soils.  The surface becomes very sticky when wet.  It is
known locally as “red clay” or “red soil”.
Occurrence: It commonly occurs on mid to upper slopes and crests and occasionally
on lower slopes and valley flats.
Native vegetation: Woodland dominated by red morrel. Salmon gum and York gum
are also common.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Reddish brown heavy clay loam; very
highly calcareous; pH 8.9; abrupt,
smooth boundary.
10-30 Yellowish red medium heavy clay;
strongly developed structure; very
highly calcareous; pH 9.6; clear
boundary.
30-70 Yellowish red medium heavy clay;
strongly developed structure; highly
calcareous; pH 9.6; gradual boundary.
70-115 Red medium heavy clay; strongly
developed structure; highly calcareous;
pH 9.4.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC2336)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• Surface appears f luffy when dry and is
very sticky when w et
• Topsoil and surface are usually calcareous
• Surface cracks in undisturbed soil
• Reddish brow n to red
• Clay loam or light clay surface over light to
medium clay at <10 cm
• Alkaline throughout
• Moderately w ell drained
 Land management unit: Red soils
Australian Soil Classification: Epihypersodic Pedal Hypercalcic Calcarosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do2; Do3
 Similar soils: Winspear Soil Ser ies has sandy loam to clay loam topsoils over sodic clay
subsoils.  The surface is often hardsetting and topsoil pH is slightly acid.
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Agricultural land use and management
Calcareous loamy earth Filmer Soil Series
The optimal high w ater use system is crops rotated w ith either annual or perennial pastures.
This is very clayey and can produce productive crops if  managed correctly.  Stubble retention
should be considered to improve w ater inf iltration.  To improve w orkability, tillage needs to be
reduced, preferably to one-pass operations, and organic matter increased. This is particularly
important as the soil gets slippery w hen w et.
Crops:  Cereals and most pulse crops are reasonably w ell suited.  Boron or salinity may limit
chickpea yields on some sites.  Temporary iron deficiencies have been observed in lentils on
highly alkaline soils.  Chickpeas and lentils should be grow n on better drained soils.  Canola
can be grow n only if  there is no hardpan and w aterlogging.  Tissue testing for trace element
deficiencies caused by high soil pH is recommended.  Lupins are not recommended.
Annual pastures: Caliph and Santiago medics are the most appropriate.  If  the rainfall is
above 400 mm, then Circle Valley and Paraggio medics are also an option.
Perennial pastures: Lucerne can be productive if  establishment is good and there is litt le
waterlogging.  In summer moist areas, straw berry clover may be a productive option, and if
saline, then tall w heat grass and balansa clover are the best options.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Oil mallee species adapted to heavy
soils (e.g. E. loxophleba subsp. lissophloia and E. polybractea)
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Native species for revegetation include: red
morel (E. longicornis); salmon gum (E. salmonophloia); York gum (E. loxophleba); manna
wattle (A. microbotrya); Billardiera bicolor var. bicolor; Callistemon phoeniceus; Melaleuca
halmaturorum subsp. cymbifolia and M. lateriflora.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Topsoils (0-10 cm) are alkaline and subsoils strongly alkaline.  These restrict
crops and pastures and may result in deficiencies in trace element such as iron,
zinc or manganese.  Tissue testing is recommended.
Dams & catchments Suitable dam sites are often difficult to find in these soils due to shallow
bedrock.  The soil is a good natural catchment.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to control run-off on slopes to reduce water erosion and to collect
water into dams are recommended, particularly slopes greater than 2-3% and
long slopes.
Salinity Non-saline but with a partial risk of salinity along drainage lines and in areas
having a shallow saline watertables (saline seeps).
Structural decline Low for both topsoils and subsoils.
Soil water storage Low but moderate for plants that can tolerate the high alkalinity of this soil
Water erosion Moderate.
Water repellence Low susceptibility, as surface is loamy.
Waterlogging Well drained and not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion Low risk if surface is hardsetting, however if the surface is crumbly (self-
mulching) the risk increases considerably particularly on exposed crests.
Workability Fair. Soil can only be worked over a narrow moisture range and gets very sticky
when wet.  This can be overcome through reduced disturbance, particularly
using one-pass operations.  Rock outcrop and boulders also reduce workability.
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Deep sandy gravel Gibbs Soil Series
This has a grey gravelly loamy sand to clayey sand topsoil.  This changes gradually
to a gravelly sandy loam at 30-80 cm and increases in clay down the profile to a
gravelly heavy sandy loam, clay loam or clay.
Occurrence: Common on mid to upper slopes, less commonly extending to crests
and lower slopes.
Native vegetation: Wandoo woodland with heath species (e.g. Banksia, Dryandra,
Hakea spp.) forming the understorey.  Mallee with an understorey of heath species
where the topsoil is clayey sand.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-7 Dark brown gravelly heavy clayey
medium sand; single grain; 20% fine
and 10% medium ironstone gravel;
pH 5.2; clear boundary.
7-50 Strong brown gravelly clayey
medium sand; single grain; 30%
fine, 20% medium ironstone gravel;
pH 6.0; gradual boundary.
50-70 Yellowish brown gravelly medium
sandy loam; single grain; 30% fine,
20% medium and 10 % coarse
ironstone gravel; gradual boundary.
70-100 Yellowish brown loamy gravel
(heavy medium sandy loam);
massive; 30% fine, 30% medium
and 10% coarse ironstone gravel;
pH 5.9.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC1954)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• Gravelly surface
• Yellow ish brown in colour
• Gravelly medium sand or clayey medium
sand grading to gravelly medium sandy
loam or loamy gravel below  30 cm, often
over gravelly sandy clay loam
• Acid to slightly acid topsoil w ith a slightly
acid to neutral subsoil
• Moderately w ell to w ell drained
 Land management unit: Gravel ridges and slopes
Australian Soil Classification: Ferric Eutrophic Brown Kandosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do1; Kk1dg
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Agricultural land use and management
Deep sandy gravel Gibbs Soil Series
This soil has high recharge potential, so high water use systems are necessary to
control recharge.  The optimal system is phase farming with perennial pastures
followed by a short cropping rotation.  The soil has capacity to produce good yields if
appropriate fertiliser management is used, particularly phosphorus.
Crops: Cereals, narrow-leafed lupins and canola are suited. Phase farming is
recommended.  This would involve around three years of crop rotations followed by
at least three years of a suitable, well-established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Nungarin subterranean clover is suitable.  Santorini, Charano and
Madeira yellow serradella, and Cadiz French serradella, may also be options.  If the
rainfall is greater than 400 mm, then Casbah biserrula can also be considered.
Perennial pastures: This soil is ideal for lucerne if pH is above 4.8.  Perennial veldt
grass mixed with serradella is an option, but care must be taken to avoid veldt grass
becoming an invasive weed in native bushland, along roadsides and in crops.
Revegetation with commercial trees and shrubs: Oil mallee species. Sheoak
(Allocasuarina huegeliana) grown for high quality timber, may also be considered.
Revegetation with native trees and shrubs: Loamy sands – white gum (E.
wandoo); rock sheoak (Allocasuarina huegeliana) and jam (Acacia acuminata).
Clayey sands - mallee species (E. phenax, E. incrassata).  Understorey species
include Banksia phaerocarpa, Melaleuca uncinata, Dryandra amarta, tea-tree
(Leptospermum erubescens), Sollya heterophylla.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are moderately susceptible to
acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming, where appropriate, is advised.
Dams & catchments Due to depth of sandy gravel overlying clay, dam excavation and development
of improved catchments is not practical.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Contour farming for water erosion control on slopes is recommended.  Lack of
clay within 80-100 cm makes construction of interceptor banks uneconomic.
Salinity Non-saline with l ittle risk of salinity as they occur higher in the landscape.
These soils are areas of medium to high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low risk in both topsoil and subsoil due to high gravel content of the soil.
Soil water storage Low, storage is reduced by high gravel content particularly below 30 cm.
Water erosion Moderate risk on slopes of 1-3%.
Water repellence Low susceptibility as surface is generally loamy sand or finer.
Waterlogging Drains rapidly and not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion Low risk of wind erosion because gravel protects the sandy surface.
Workability Good.
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Duplex sandy gravel Wahkinup Soil Series
This has grey, gravelly and sandy topsoil that overlies a bleached sandy gravel layer.
Its clay subsoil is mottled, non-sodic and occurs between 30 and 80 cm.
Occurrence: Commonly found on upper slopes but also on mid-slopes and crests.
Native vegetation: Mainly wandoo and rock sheoak.  Also often associated with
brown mallet.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Very dark greyish brown clayey coarse
sand; single grain; 10% medium
ironstone gravel and fine quartz; non-
wetting; pH 6.5.
10-45 Pale brown clayey coarse sand; 70%
medium and coarse ironstone gravel;
pH 7.0.
45-80 Light yellowish brown sandy clay with
many brownish yellow and light grey
mottles; strongly developed structure;
50% fine and medium ironstone gravel;
pH 8.5.
80-200 Light grey light clay with reddish brown,
brownish yellow and white mottles;
strongly developed polyhedral structure;
pH 9.5.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site NYA0050)
pH measured using Raupach and Tucker field test kit,
approximates pH in water
Characteristic soil properties
• Gravelly topsoil and surface
• Gravelly sand or loamy sand over sandy
light clay to medium clay at
30-80 cm
• Clay subsoil is brow n and mottled and
usually non-sodic
• Imperfectly to w ell drained
 Land management units: Gravel ridges and slopes
Australian Soil Classification: Bleached-Ferric Mesotrophic Yellow Chromosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map unit: Do1
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Agricultural land use and management
Duplex sandy gravel Wahkinup Soil Series
The optimal high water use system is phase farming.  Perennial pastures are ideal.
Good crop yields can be achieved if soil nutrient status is improved with appropriate
fertiliser practices, especially phosphorus.
Crops:  Cereals, narrow-leafed lupins and canola are all well suited.  Phase farming
is recommended.  This would involve about 3 years of crop rotations followed by at
least 3 years of a suitable, well-established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Nungarin subterranean clover is suitable.  Santorini, Charano and
Madeira yellow serradella, and Cadiz French serradella, may also be options.  If the
rainfall is greater than 400 mm, then Casbah biserrula can also be considered.
Perennial pastures: If pH is above 4.8 and the soil is well drained, then lucerne is a
good option.  It can be included as a permanent pasture, or in a phase farming
system with an appropriate cropping rotation.  Perennial veldt grass mixed with
serradella is an option, but the veldt grass should be grazed at flowering to avoid it
becoming an invasive weed in native bushland, along roadsides and in crops.
Revegetation with commercial trees and shrubs: Some oil mallee species suited
to lighter soil types.
Revegetation with native trees and shrubs: White gum (Eucalyptus wandoo);
mallee (E. incrassata); sheoaks (Allocasuarina acutivalvis and A. huegeliana); wattle
(Acacia celastrifolia); Banksia phaerocar. violacea; Dryandra amarta; Melaleuca
uncinata and tea-tree (Leptospermum erubescens).
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are slightly susceptible to
acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming is advised.
Dams & catchments Dams hold water satisfactorily and natural catchments yield run-off
moderately well.  Scraped catchments are recommended to improve run-off
on deeper soils.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Grade banks are recommended to control surface erosion particularly on
steep slopes and/or long slopes.
Salinity Non-saline though deeper weathered profile may be a high salt storage
area.  No risk a s they occur high in the landscape.  Soils are moderately
permeable and if cleared are areas of high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low risk in both topsoil and subsoil due to high gravel content of the soil.
Soil water storage Low due to high gravel and relatively deep clay subsoils (30-80 cm).
Water erosion Low to moderate risk, which increases when organic matter less than 2%.
Water repellence Moderately susceptible as surface is sandy.
Waterlogging Well drained but has a very low risk of waterlogging with some perched
watertables above the clay subsoils.
Wind erosion Low risk of wind erosion because gravel protects the sandy surface.
Workability Good.
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Duplex sandy gravel Wahkinup Soil Series
This has grey, gravelly and sandy topsoil that overlies a bleached sandy gravel layer.
Its clay subsoil is mottled, non-sodic and occurs between 30 and 80 cm.
Occurrence: Commonly found on upper slopes but also on mid-slopes and crests.
Native vegetation: Mainly wandoo and rock sheoak.  Also often associated with
brown mallet.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Very dark greyish brown clayey coarse
sand; single grain; 10% medium
ironstone gravel and fine quartz; non-
wetting; pH 6.5.
10-45 Pale brown clayey coarse sand; 70%
medium and coarse ironstone gravel;
pH 7.0.
45-80 Light yellowish brown sandy clay with
many brownish yellow and light grey
mottles; strongly developed structure;
50% fine and medium ironstone gravel;
pH 8.5.
80-200 Light grey light clay with reddish brown,
brownish yellow and white mottles;
strongly developed polyhedral structure;
pH 9.5.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site NYA0050)
pH measured using Raupach and Tucker field test kit,
approximates pH in water
Characteristic soil properties
• Gravelly topsoil and surface
• Gravelly sand or loamy sand over sandy
light clay to medium clay at 30-80 cm
• Clay subsoil is brow n and mottled and
usually non-sodic
• Imperfectly to w ell drained
 Land management units: Gravel ridges and slopes
Australian Soil Classification: Bleached-Ferric Mesotrophic Yellow Chromosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map unit: Do1
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Agricultural land use and management
Duplex sandy gravel Wahkinup Soil Series
The optimal high water use system is phase farming.  Perennial pastures are ideal.  Good
crop yields can be achieved if soil nutrient status is improved with appropriate fertiliser
practices, especially phosphorus.
Crops:  Cereals, narrow-leafed lupins and canola are all well suited.  Phase farming is
recommended.  This would involve about 3 years of crop rotations followed by at least 3
years of a suitable, well-established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Nungarin subterranean clover is suitable.  Santorini, Charano and
Madeira yellow serradella, and Cadiz French serradella, may also be options.  If the
rainfall is greater than 400 mm, then Casbah biserrula can also be considered.
Perennial pastures: If pH is above 4.8 and the soil is well drained, then lucerne is a good
option.  It can be included as a permanent pasture, or in a phase farming system with an
appropriate cropping rotation.  Perennial veldt grass mixed with serradella is an option, but
the veldt grass should be grazed at flowering to avoid it becoming an invasive weed in
native bushland, along roadsides and in crops.
Revegetation with commercial trees and shrubs: Some oil mallee species suited to
lighter soil types.
Revegetation with native trees and shrubs: White gum (Eucalyptus wandoo); mallee
(E. incrassata); sheoaks (Allocasuarina acutivalvis and A. huegeliana); wattle (Acacia
celastrifolia); Banksia phaerocar. violacea; Dryandra amarta; Melaleuca uncinata and
tea-tree (Leptospermum erubescens).
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are slightly susceptible to
acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming is advised.
Dams & catchments Dams hold water satisfactorily and natural catchments yield run-off
moderately well.  Scraped catchments are recommended to improve run-off
on deeper soils.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Grade banks are recommended to control surface erosion particularly on
steep slopes and/or long slopes.
Salinity Non-saline though deeper weathered profile may be a high salt storage
area.  No risk a s they occur high in the landscape.  Soils are moderately
permeable and if cleared are areas of high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low risk in both topsoil and subsoil due to high gravel content of the soil.
Soil water storage Low due to high gravel content and relatively deep clay subsoils (30- 80
cm).
Water erosion Low to moderate risk, which increases when organic matter less than 2%.
Water repellence Moderately susceptible as surface is sandy.
Waterlogging Well drained but has a very low risk of waterlogging with some perched
watertables above the clay subsoils.
Wind erosion Low risk of wind erosion because gravel protects the sandy surface.
Workability Good.
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Gravelly pale deep sand Kauring Soil Series
This soil has loose, grey sandy surface over white or light grey sand.  This overlies
gravelly sand layer usually below 50 cm (Kauring) or deeper than 80 cm (Kauring-2).  The
sand is most commonly medium or coarse-grained and may be gritty.  It is known locally
as Christmas tree sand or gutless sand.  Pale shallow sands (Kauring-1), with bleached
sand over gravel at less than 30 cm are also common along the boundary of the
Blackwood catchment, for example near Harrismith.
Occurrence: This is associated with gravelly soils and is usually found on mid to upper
slopes, rarely extending to lower slopes.
Native vegetation: Heath and tall heath (shrubland/dryandra) associations dominated by
species from the Proteaceae family including Banksia, Dryandra, Hakea and Lambertia
spp.  Christmas trees present.
Soil profile description (Kauring-2)
Depth (cm)
0-20 Grey fine sand; pH 6; EC 1mS/m;
clear boundary.
20-90 Light grey fine sand with < 5% fine
ironstone gravel; pH 5.9; EC 1mS/m;
diffuse boundary.
90-115 Pale yellow fine sand with 10%
ironstone gravel; pH 6.0; EC1 mS/m;
gradual boundary.
115-160 Light reddish brown sandy gravel
with 60% ironstone gravel; pH 6.3;
EC 1.5 mS/m.
Soil described by Paul Galloway (Site COR0083)
pH and EC (Electrical Conductivity) measured in 1:5 soil:water
Characteristic soil properties
• Loose to soft surface
• White or light grey in colour (bleached)
under a low  organic sandy topsoil
• Medium to coarse sand throughout
• Sandy gravel or gravelly sand subsoil
• Low  organic matter and low  levels of
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
nutrients
• Slightly acid
• Well to rapidly drained.
 Land management unit: Pale deep sand
Australian Soil Classification: Basic Ferric Bleached-Orthic Tenosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do1s; Do1; Kk1s; Kk1dg
 Similar soils: Ravenscliffe Series has pale deep sand extending a metre or more w ith little
or no gravel in the profile.
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Agricultural land use and management
Gravelly pale deep sand Kauring Soil Series
This soil has very high recharge potential. The optimal high w ater use system is revegetation
or establishing permanent perennial pasture.  Alley farming w ith fodder shrubs (tagasaste)
and improved pastures betw een the shrubs is also recommended.
Crops:  Very low  water storage and fertility markedly reduce the yield of cereals and canola
but narrow -leafed lupins should yield w ell.  Watch for sandblasting of seedlings.
Annual pastures: Santorini or Madeira yellow  serradella, sow n alone or mixed w ith Cadiz
French serradella are the best options. If  rainfall exceeds 400 mm, include Casbah biserrula.
Perennial pastures: Perennial veldt grass mixed w ith serradella is an option, but the veldt
grass should be grazed at f low ering to avoid becoming an invasive w eed in native bush, on
roadsides and in crops.  Rhodes grass has potential on summer-moist areas.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Try Pinus pinaster (see CALM for
sharefarming details). Tagasaste in alley system is good if managed carefully w ith annual or
perennial pasture betw een rows of shrubs. Wattles (Acacia saligna, A. rostellifera) and
sheoaks (Allocasuarina spp.) may be used as an alternative.  Other options include banksia
or dryandra for cut f low ers and sheoak (Allocasuarina spp.) for high quality timber. Other
potential timber species include spotted gum (Corymbia maculata) and pink f low ered
ironbark (E. sideroxylon).
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Banksia prionotes, B. violacea, B.
phaerocarpa, B. baueri, one-sided bottlebrush (Calothamnus quadrifidus), sheoaks
(Allocasuarina acutivalvis, A. campestris, A. humilis), Acacia lasiocarpa, Dryandra amarta,
Melaleuca uncinata, Christmas tree (Nuytsia floribunda), tea-tree (Leptospermum
erubescens).  Acacia saligna and A. rostellifera are WA natives (though not local) and fast
grow ing.  They quickly stabilise land and increase soil nitrogen.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoil (0-10 cm) and subsoil (10-20 cm) are highly susceptible to
acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming, where appropriate, are advised.
Dams & catchments Due to depth of sand overlying clay, dam excavation and development of
improved catchments are not practical. Valuable water supply may be
developed from fresh seeps (soaks) on lower areas of these soils.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Not suitable for earthworks and generally best avoided.
Salinity Non-saline with low salinity risk as they occur high in the landscape.  These
soils are areas of very high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low susceptibility as the sandy topsoils have loose to soft surface.  Moderate
risk of subsurface compaction (10-30 cm).
Soil water storage Very low due to highly sandy soils and the presence of gravel 30-80 cm.
Water erosion Low risk of water erosion on slopes of less than 1%, moderate risk on 1-3%.
Water repellence Highly susceptible due to sandy nature of topsoil.
Waterlogging Drains rapidly and is not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion High to extreme wind erosion risk, risk increases on exposed crests and upper
slopes.
Workability Good.
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Grey deep sandy duplex Indinup Soil Series
This has grey sandy topsoils over pale sand w ith clay subsoils, usually betw een 40 and
60 cm.  The mottled grey clay subsoil is sodic.
Occurrence: Often on valley f lats and broad alluvial plains but is common on slopes,
particularly in low er to mid-slope posit ions.
Native vegetation: Wandoo w oodland w ith w hite gum, rock sheoak, jam and some York
gum. Mallee may also occur w hen topsoil is clayey sand.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-12 Very dark grey loamy coarse sand; 15%
fine quartz and 5% medium ironstone
gravel; pH 4.5; abrupt, w avy boundary.
12-25 Brow n coarse sand; many strong brow n
mottles; 10% fine quartz and 5% fine
ironstone gravel; pH 4.4; clear, smooth
boundary.
25-40 Light grey gritty coarse sand; few strong
brow n mottles; 10% fine quartz and 10%
medium ironstone gravel; pH 4.9; abrupt,
wavy boundary.
40-70 Light brow nish grey medium clay, many
red mottles, moderately developed
structure, pH 4.1.
70-105 Light grey sandy light medium clay, many
red mottles, w eakly developed structure,
pH 3.7.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC2311)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• Loose to f irm surface
• Pale coloured below  organic topsoil
• Medium grained sand to clayey sand over
sandy light to medium clay at
30-80 cm
• Sand may be coarse grained and gritty if
the soil is formed on w eathered granite
• Mott led grey sodic subsoil
• Poorly to moderately w ell drained
Land management unit: Sandy duplex
Australian Soil Classification: Mesotrophic Mottled-Subnatric Grey Sodosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Cb1; Do2
 Similar soils: Moojebin Soil Series has a layer of gravelly sand above the clay subsoil, w hich
reduces its water storage in the sandy layers.
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Agricultural land use and management
Grey deep sandy duplex Indinup Soil Series
The optimal high w ater use systems are phase farming and alley farming.  Cropping can be
profitable w ith appropriate fertiliser management.  Work should be done on the contour to reduce
water erosion risk on slopes.  Cover should be maintained all year round to reduce the erosion
risk, so stubble retention is recommended.  Monitoring of pH (topsoil and subsoil) is recommended
and lime should be applied w here appropriate.
Crops: Suited to cereals, narrow -leafed lupins and canola.  Phase farming is recommended. This
would involve around three years of crop rotations follow ed by at least three years of a suitable,
well-established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Dalkeith subterranean clover, Santorini and Madeira yellow  serradella and
Cadiz French serradella, Casbah biserrula and Santiago burr medic are all suited.  If  rainfall is
greater than 400 mm, then Orion sphere medic is an option.
Perennial pastures: If  pH is above 4.8 then lucerne may be good.  Phalaris/subterranean clover
mix w ill grow  well w here the clay is closer to the surface, and in w etter areas.  These pastures can
be set up as permanent pastures or f itted into a phase farming system.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Options include oil mallee, sandalw ood or
timbers such as sugar gum (E. cladocalyx), pink f low ered ironbark (E. sideroxylon), spotted gum
(Corymbia maculata) and sheoak (Allocasuarina huegeliana).
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: White gum (Eucalyptus wandoo); rock sheoak
(Allocasuarina huegeliana); wattles (Acacia acuminata; A. pulchella, A. lasiocarpa var. lasiocarpa;
A. microbotrya); running postman (Kennedia prostrata); leptospermum erubescens; Sollya
heterophylla; Billardiera bicolor var. bicolor; Dryandra armata and Banksia sphaerocarpa.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are either acid or highly
su sceptible to acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming is advised.
Dams & catchments These soils are suitable for dams provided test drilling rules out saline
groundwater within 8-10 m (particularly on valley floors) and shallow bedrock.
The soil is a poor natural catchment but satisfactory roaded catchments can be
constructed where the clay subsoil is within 50 cm.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to control run-off on slopes to reduce water erosion and to collect
water into dams are recommended particularly slopes greater than 1%.
Salinity Generally non-saline but with a low to medium risk of salinity associated with
drainage lines and valley floors.  These soils are areas of seasonal recharge.
Structural decline Topsoils have low susceptibility due to soft to firm sandy surfaces.  Moderate risk
of subsurface compaction (10-30 cm) – plough and traffic pans may occur.
Soil water storage Moderate, the seasonal perched water on top of the clay provides valuable water.
Water erosion Low risk on valley floors and slopes of less than 1%; moderate risk on 1-3%.
Water repellence Moderately susceptible as surface is sandy.
Waterlogging Moderately well drained with a low risk of waterlogging due to the clay subsoil.
Wind erosion High risk of wind erosion.
Workability Good.
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Grey deep sandy duplex Moojebin Soil Series
This has grey sandy topsoil that have a firm to hardsetting surface.  Beneath the topsoil is
a gravelly sand layer above mottled clay.  The clay is sodic, slightly acid to neutral and
occurs between 30 and 80 cm below the surface.
Occurrence: Commonly found on mid to upper slopes below sandy gravels.
Native vegetation: Wandoo woodland with white gum, rock sheoak, jam and some York
gum.   Mallee may grow when topsoil is clayey sand.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-15 Dark grey loamy medium sand; 10% fine
quartz and 10% medium ironstone gravel;
pH 5.0; abrupt, smooth boundary.
15-45 Pale brow n gravelly medium sand; 60%
medium and coarse ironstone gravel;
pH 4.5; clear, smooth boundary.
45-65 Light yellow ish brow n gravelly clayey
coarse sand; 20% fine quartz and 20%
medium ironstone gravel; pH 5.5; abrupt,
wavy boundary.
65-90 Brow nish yellow  light clay; common
strong brow n mottles; moderately
developed structure; kaolinised; pH 5.4;
gradual, w avy boundary.
90-140 Brow nish yellow  (10YR 6/8) light clay;
common red mottles; w eakly developed
structure; 20% fine quartz; pH 5.8.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC1577)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• Soil surface is not gravelly
• Gravelly bleached sand above clay
• Medium to coarse sand to clayey sand
over sandy light to medium clay at
30-80 cm
• Drainage ranges from poorly to w ell
drained depending on landscape
position
 Land management units: Deep sandy duplex
 Australian Soil Classification: Ferric Mottled-Subnatric Yellow Sodosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do1; Do2; Do3; Kk3sd; KK3dd
Similar soils: Indinup Soil Series has very little ironstone gravel in the profile
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Agricultural land use and management
Grey deep sandy duplex Moojebin Soil Series
The optimal high w ater use system is alley and/or phase farming.  This soil w ill support
reasonable yields if  correct fertiliser and management practices are employed.  Erosion risks
on the slopes are moderate, so w orking on the contour and maintaining ground cover
through stubble retention or perennial pastures is recommended.  Monitoring of pH (both
topsoil and subsoil) is recommended and lime should be applied w here appropriate.
Crops: This soil is suited to cereals, narrow-leafed lupins and canola. Phase farming is
recommended and w ould involve around three years of crop rotations follow ed by at least
three years of a suitable, w ell-established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Dalkeith subterranean clover, Santorini and Madeira yellow  serradella and
Cadiz French serradella, Casbah biserrula and Santiago burr medic are all suited to this soil.
If  rainfall is greater than 400 mm, then Orion sphere medic is also an option.
Perennial pastures: Lucerne may prove profitable w here pH is above 4.8.  If  depth to clay is
less than 50 cm, then phalaris w ith subterranean clover will be better. In w etter areas,
balansa clover should be included; consider tall w heat grass for areas tending to saline,.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Oil mallees, sandalw ood or timber
species such as sugar gum (E. cladocalyx), pink f low ered ironbark (E. sideroxylon), spotted
gum (Corymbia maculata) and sheoak (Allocasuarina huegeliana)
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs:  White gum (E. wandoo); mallees (E.
incrassata, E. phenax); rock sheoak (Allocasuarina huegeliana); wattles (Acacia acuminata,
A. pulchella, A. lasiocarpa var. lasiocarpa, A. microbotrya); running postman (Kennedia
prostrata); Leptospermum erubescens; Sollya heterophylla; Billardiera bicolor var. bicolor;
Dryandra armata and Banksia sphaerocarpa.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are acid or highly susceptible to
acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming, where appropriate, is advised.
Dams & catchments These soils are suitable for dams provided test drilling rules out saline
groundwater within 8-10 m (particularly on valley floors) and shallow bedrock.  It is
a poor natural catchment but satisfactory roaded catchments can be constructed
where the clay subsoil is within 60 cm.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to control run-off on slopes to reduce water erosion and to collect
water into dams are recommended particularly slopes greater than 1%.
Salinity Generally non-saline but with a low to medium risk of salinity associated with
drainage lines and saline seeps.  High recharge areas in poorly drained sites.
Structural decline Topsoil has low susceptibil ity as it has soft to firm sandy surface. Moderate risk of
subsurface compaction (10-30 cm) – plough and traffic pans may occur.
Soil water storage Moderate, the seasonal perched water on top of the clay provides valuable water
and may extend the crop growing season
Water erosion Moderate risk.
Water repellence Moderately susceptible as surface is sandy.
Waterlogging Moderately well drained with a low risk of waterlogging due to the clay subsoil.
Wind erosion High risk.
Workability Good.
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Grey shallow loamy duplex Kibbleup Soil Series
This has a grey loamy topsoil that is massive and hardsetting when dry.  Shallow
depth to clay subsoil, often within 10 to 15 cm of the surface.  The subsoil is sodic and
mottled grey.  Locally this soil is often referred to as a “grey clay” or “Sunday soil”.
Occurrence:  Generally occurs on the slopes of rises, less commonly on crests.
Rare on valley flats and alluvial plains.
Native vegetation: Open woodlands, with York gum, red morrel and salmon gum as
the dominant trees.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-15 Very dark grey medium sandy loam;
pH 5.1; sharp, wavy boundary.
15-20 Very pale brown clay loam, coarse
sandy; common reddish yellow
mottles; strongly developed
structure; 10% fine quartz; pH 5.8;
abrupt, wavy boundary.
20-100 Light grey coarse sandy light
medium clay; many strong brown
mottles; strongly developed
structure; pH 6.8; gradual, smooth
boundary.
100-140 White light clay.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC0159)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• 
• Hardsetting massive grey topsoil
• Sandy loam or sandy clay loam over
clay <30 cm
• Sodic mottled subsoil
• Slightly acid to slightly alkaline
• Poorly to moderately w ell drained
 Land management unit: Grey/greyish brown loams and clays
 Australian Soil Classification: Eutrophic Mottled-Hypernatric Grey Sodosol (Isbell 1996)
 Map units: Very minor soil in Upper Blackw ood
 Similar soils: It is similar to the Peterson and Fairclough Soil Series although both have
alkaline, calcareous clay subsoils.  Fairclough soils also have sandy topsoils.
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Agricultural land use and management
Grey shallow loamy duplex Kibbleup Soil Series
The optimal high w ater use systems are perennial pastures or phase farming.  This soil
yields w ell w hen appropriately managed.  Recommended options include gypsum, reduced
tillage to one-pass operations and green manuring to increase organic matter and improve
water inf iltration.  Retaining stubble to improve w ater inf iltration to the root zone is often
necessary.
Crops:  Cereals are suitable w ith appropriate management such as early sow ing to avoid
waterlogging and germination problems.  Canola is suitable if  there is no w aterlogging and
compaction.  Faba beans, f ield peas and vetches should also prove productive.  Chickpeas
and lentils should be grow n on w ell drained soils.  Phase farming is recommended and w ould
involve around 3 years of crop follow ed by at least 3 years of a suitable, w ell established
perennial pasture such as lucerne.  Green manur ing alternatives such as peas and vetches,
or productive pasture legumes
Annual pastures: Caliph and Santiago medics are the appropriate legumes.  With >400 mm
rainfall, Orion medic, Prolif ic and Nitro Plus Persian clovers can be valuable.
Perennial pastures: Lucerne if soil is not w aterlogged.  Phalaris mixed w ith subterranean or
balansa clover should grow  well w ith appropriate management (e.g. rotational grazing).
Straw berry clover may be an option on summer w et areas or shallow  w atertable.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Oil mallee species for heavy soils (E.
loxophleba subsp. lissophloia and E. polybractea).  Brown mallet (E. astringens) for timber.
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Salmon gum (E. salmonophloia); York gum
(E. loxophleba); red morrel (E. longicornis); Billardiera bicolor var. bicolor; Sollya
heterophylla; Callistemon phoeniceus; Hakea preissii; Melaleuca halmaturorum subsp.
cymbifoli and M. lateriflora. Acacia redolens and A. glaucoptera grow  w ell.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Topsoils (0-10cm) often slightly acid and monitoring and liming, where
appropriate, is advised.  Subsoils are alkaline.
Dams & catchments Soils are suitable for dams provided test drilling rules out saline groundwater
within 8-10 m.  Soil is a good natural catchment on slopes.  Roaded catchments
must be constructed carefully to avoid erosion.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to control run-off on slopes to reduce water erosion and to collect
water into dams are recommended, particularly on slopes greater than 1%.
Salinity Non-saline but high risk of salinity when they occur on valley floors.  On slopes
the risk is low and associated with drainage lines and saline seeps.
Structural decline Moderate for topsoils which often set hard when dry, and low for clay subsoils.
Soil water storage Moderate, plant roots can access stored water via cracks and old root channels.
Water erosion Moderate risk of water erosion
Water repellence Low susceptibility as surface is sandy loam or finer.
Waterlogging High risk of waterlogging and inundation on the valley floors; moderate risk on slope
Wind erosion Low risk of wind erosion.
Workability Fair.  Soil can only be worked over a narrow moisture range.  Can be overcome
through reduced disturbance, particularly using one-pass operations.
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Loamy gravel Cumming Soil Series
This has yellowish brown sandy loam topsoil with 20-80% ironstone gravel.  Gravel
increases with depth, as does the clay content of the matrix surrounding the gravel.
Occurrence: Found on lateritic remnants on crests and upper slopes.
Native vegetation: Generally mallee and mallet where the topsoil contains less
gravel.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Dark greyish brown clayey medium
sand; 20% fine and 10% medium
ironstone gravel; pH 4.5; abrupt,
smooth boundary.
10-40 Light yellowish brown loamy gravel;
30% fine, 30% medium and 20%
coarse ironstone gravel; pH 5.1;abrupt,
irregular boundary.
40-50 Yellowish brown clayey coarse sand
with common red mottles; 10%
medium ironstone gravel; pH 5.8; clear
boundary.
50-90 Brownish yellow sandy clay loam;
many medium red mottles; 10%
medium ironstone gravel; pH 5.9;
gradual boundary.
90-140 White sandy clay loam with many
coarse dark red and common medium
brownish yellow mottles; pH 5.7.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site KLC1590)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• Gravelly surface
• Brow nish yellow  (Cumming) or
yellow ish brow n (Cumming-1), below
organic topsoil
• High ironstone gravel content
throughout often >60% gravel
• Sandy loam from surface or just below
10 cm, grading to clay loam or clay
• Moderately w ell to w ell drained
 Land management unit: Gravel ridges and slopes
Australian Soil Classification: Ferric Mesotrophic Yellow Kandosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do1; Kk1dg
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Agricultural land use and management
Loamy gravel Cumming Soil Series
The optimal high water use system is phase farming.  While it can achieve good yields
with appropriate fertiliser management, it has high recharge potential.  Water use can
be increased by including perennial pasture in the rotation and/or by practising alley
farming.
Crops:  Cereals, narrow-leafed lupins and canola are highly suited, while field peas,
faba beans and Desi chickpeas are moderately suitable.  Phase farming is
recommended.  This would involve around three years of crop rotations followed by at
least three years of a suitable, well-established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Dalkeith and Nungarin subterranean clovers are recommended,
and Charano or Santorini yellow serradella may also be an option.
Perennial pastures: Lucerne is highly suited to this soil.
Revegetation with commercial trees and shrubs: Oil mallee species or brown
mallet grown for its high quality timber.
Revegetation with native trees and shrubs: Mallee species (e.g. E. phenax,
E. incrassata, E. falcata). Brown mallet (Eucalyptus astringens), blue mallet
(E. gardneri) and silver mallet (E. argyphea), Melaleuca uncinata, Dryandra amarta,
Hakea multilineata.  Acacia redolens and A. glaucoptera are native to the south of the
catchment but grow very well on this soil type.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are moderately susceptible to
acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming is advised.
Dams & catchments Due to depth of loamy gravel overlying clay, dam excavation and development of
improved catchments is not practical.  Hard ironstone may also be present below
80 cm.
Earthworks for
conservation
Farming on the contour for water erosion control is recommended.  Lack of
clay within 80-100 cm makes interceptor banks uneconomic.
Salinity Non-saline with no risk of salinity as they occur high in the landscape.
These soils are areas of high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low risk in both topsoil and subsoil due to high gravel content of the soil.
Soil water storage Low, storage is reduced by high gravel content.
Water erosion Low risk of water erosion.
Water repellence Low susceptibility as surface is generally loamy sand or finer.
Waterlogging Well to rapidly drained and not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion Low risk of wind erosion because gravel protects the surface.
Workability Good.
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Pale deep sand Ravenscliffe Soil Series
This has a light grey surface grading to white (bleached) subsoil. It is sandy
throughout and contains no ironstone gravel within the top 80 cm.  It is slightly acid to
neutral.  Locally, it is referred to as gutless sand or Christmas tree sand.
Occurrence:  Usually found on mid-slopes and often associated with gravels and
other pale deep sands.  Less often it occurs on upper slopes and crests and
sometimes extends to the lower slopes.
Native vegetation: Heath and tall heath (shrubland/dryandra) associations
dominated by Proteaceae family including Banksia, Dryandra, Hakea and Lambertia
spp.  Christmas trees present.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Very dark grey medium sand; pH 4.0;
abrupt, smooth boundary.
10-70 White medium sand; pH 4.7; clear,
smooth boundary.
70-100 Yellow medium sand; pH 4.8; clear,
wavy boundary.
100-120 Brownish yellow medium sand; 5%
medium ironstone gravel; pH 5.6.
Soil described by Jaki Richardson (Site KLC0554)
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil propertiesLoose to soft surface
• Pale grey or w hite colour
• Usually coarse grained sand, less
commonly medium-grained, throughout
>120 cm
• May grade to a clayey sand below
120 cm
• Not gravelly although small amounts
(<10%) of ironstone gravel may be
present below  80 cm
• Slightly acid to neutral
• Well to rapidly drained
 Land management unit: Pale deep sand
Australian Soil Classification: Basic Arenic Bleached-Orthic Tenosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do1s; Kk1s
 Similar soils: Kauring Soil Series has pale deep sand over ironstone gravel betw een 30 and
80 cm; Kauring-2 has gravel below  80 cm and Kauring-1 has gravel w ithin 30 cm.
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Agricultural land use and management
Pale deep sand Ravenscliffe Soil Series
This soil has very high recharge potential.  The optimal high w ater use system is
revegetation w ith native or commercial trees or fodder shrubs such as tagastaste.
Permanent perennial pastures are an option, preferably w ith trees and shrubs in alleys.
Crops:  Very low  water storage and fertility markedly reduce the yield of cereals and canola
but narrow -leafed lupins should do w ell.  Sandblasting of seedlings is a hazard.
Annual pastures: Santorini or Madeira yellow  serradella, either sow n alone or in a mix w ith
Cadiz French serradella are the best optionsl.  If  rainfall is greater than 400 mm, Casbah
biserrula can also be included.
Perennial pastures: Perennial veldt grass mixed w ith serradella is an option.  It should be
grazed at f low ering to avoid becoming an invasive w eed.  Try Rhodes grass on summer
moist areas.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Pinus pinaster is an option (see CALM
for sharefarming details). Tagasaste in an alley system is good if managed carefully w ith a
good annual or perennial pasture betw een rows. Wattles (Acacia saligna, A. rostellifera) and
sheoaks (Allocasuarina spp.) may be an alternative to tagasaste.  Other options include
Banksia/Dryandra for cut f low ers and sheoak (Allocasuarina spp.) for high quality timber.
Other potential t imber species include spotted gum (Corymbia maculata) and pink f low ered
ironbark (E. sideroxylon).
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Natives include banksia (B. prionotes, B.
violacea, B. phaerocarpa, B. baueri), one sided bottlebrush (Calothamnus quadrifidus),
sheoaks (Allocasuarina acutivalvis, A. campestris, A. humilis), Acacia lasiocarpa, Dryandra
amarta, Melaleuca uncinata, Christmas tree (Nuytsia floribunda), tea-tree (Leptospermum
erubescens).  Acacia saligna and A. rostellifera are WA natives (though not to the
catchment) that are fast grow ing. They w ill quickly stabilise an area and increase the soil
nitrogen status.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are highly susceptible to
acidification.  Regular monitoring, and liming where appropriate, is advised.
Dams & catchments Due to depth of sand over clay, dam excavation and development of improved
catchments is not practical. Large areas may yield valuable water from fresh soaks.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Not suitable for earthworks.
Salinity Non-saline with no risk of salinity as they occur high in the landscape.  These soils
are areas of high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low susceptibility as the sandy topsoils have loose to soft surface.  Moderate risk
of subsurface compaction (10-30 cm).
Soil water storage Low.
Water erosion Low risk on slopes of less than 1%, moderate risk on slopes of 1-3%.
Water repellence Highly susceptible due to sandy nature of topsoil.
Waterlogging Drains rapidly and not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion High risk of wind erosion.
Workability Good.
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Shallow gravel Worsley-1 Soil Series
This has a greyish brown gravelly sand topsoil over yellowish brown sandy gravel or
less commonly gravelly sandy loam.  A hard ironstone layer occurs between 30 and
80 cm.  Closely related Worsley Series has a shallower ironstone layer within 30 cm.
Occurrence: On upper slopes and crests.
Native vegetation: Wandoo woodland with heath species forming the understorey
when the ironstone layer is deeper, and heath with scattered mallee when ironstone
is shallow.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Very dark grey gravelly sand with 40%
ironstone gravel; pH 5.8; EC 8 mS/m;
clear boundary.
10-30 Light brownish grey sandy gravel with
70% ironstone gravel; pH 5.9;
EC 2 mS/m; clear boundary.
30-110 Ironstone layer (slightly cemented) with
large preferred flow paths and root
channels.
Soil described by Paul Galloway (Site COR0085)
pH and EC (Electrical Conductivity) measured in 1:5 soil:water
Characteristic soil properties
• Gravelly surface
• Yellow  brown colour
• Gravelly sand grading to sandy gravel,
gravelly clayey sand or sandy loam on
hard ironstone
• Shallow  rooting depth due to ironstone
layer betw een 30-80 cm
• Slightly acid to neutral
• Well to rapidly drained, less often
moderately w ell drained
 Land management unit: Gravel ridges and slopes
Australian Soil Classification: Basic Ferric-Petroferric Orthic Tenosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do1; Kk1dg
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Agricultural land use and management
Shallow gravel Worsley-1 Soil Series
Optimal high w ater use is revegetation w ith native species or management of remnant
vegetation, particular ly w hen ironstone r is w ithin 30 cm and/or outcropping at the surface.
Cropping yields and w ater use are restricted due to the shallow  soil and impermeable
ironstone layer.  It is likely to be nutrient deficient and w ater availability w ill be low .
Crops: Cereals and narrow -leafed lupins are suitable w here topsoil is greater than 20 cm.
Annual pastures: Nungarin subterranean clover is the best option on this soil.
Perennial pastures: Generally lucerne is not an option due to the shallow  soil but may grow
if its roots can access cracks in the ironstone layer.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Commercial options are limited as the
shallow  rooting depth can restrict productivity. Some oil mallee species are adapted to these
conditions.
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: White gum (E. wandoo); mallee species (E.
incrassata, E. xanthonema); sheoak (Allocasuarina acutivalvis, A. humulis, A. huegeliana, A.
microstachya) and w attles (Acacia lasiocarpa, A. multispicata).  Numerous Banksia, Hakea,
Dryandra and Grevillea species are useful (e.g. Banksia phaerocarpa, B. violacea, Dryandra
amarta, Hakea incrassata) as well as tea-tree (Leptospermum erubescens).
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) are moderately susceptible
to acidification.  Regular monitoring and liming are advised.
Dams & catchments Dams and catchments are difficult to construct due to shallow ironstone.
Dams are prone to leaking and contribute to groundwater recharge so are
not recommended.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Generally not recommended however may be needed to control water shed
from repellent soils and ironstone outcrops.
Salinity Non-saline though deeper weathered profile may be a high salt storage
area.  No risk of salinity as they occur high in the landscape.  These soils
are highly permeable and if cleared are areas of high groundwater recharge.
Soil water storage Very low due to high gravel content and shallow depth to ironstone layer.
Crops grown on these soils would finish early due to lack of water.
Structural decline Low risk in both topsoil and subsoil due to high gravel content of the soil.
Water erosion Low risk of water erosion although water can shed off these soils,
particularly if water repellent and cause water erosion down slope.
Water repellence Moderately susceptible as surface is sandy.
Waterlogging Well drained soil which is not subject to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion Low risk of wind erosion because gravel protects the sandy surface.
Workability Good but is reduced to poor or very poor where the ironstone occurs within
30 cm and/or if ironstone boulders and outcrops occur.
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Saline wet soil Brynie Soil Series
This is saline and known locally as salt land.  It is a grey deep sandy duplex soil
affected by the accumulation of salts from a shallow saline watertable.  Variants
cover a large range of salt-affected soils but are grouped because their high salt
content severely restricts agricultural use.
Occurrence: These soils mainly occur on valley floors and along drainage lines.
They also occur on slopes associated with hillside seeps.
Native vegetation: Naturally saline areas are generally covered with or surrounded
by swamp oak and a number of salt-tolerant melaleucas. In areas that have become
saline the soil is bare or covered with species such as samphire or barley grass.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-10 Greyish brown coarse sand; pH 8.0;
EC 140 mS/m; gradual, smooth
boundary.
10-35 Light brownish grey coarse sand;
pH 7.7; EC 87 mS/m; sharp, wavy
boundary.
35-65 Light brownish grey light medium clay
with many brownish yellow mottles;
moderately developed structure;
pH 8.3; EC 340 mS/m; irregular, clear
boundary.
65-90 Light brownish grey light medium clay
with many brownish yellow mottles;
moderately developed structure;
pH 8.1; EC 520 mS/m.
Saline watertable below 90 cm and
risen to 60 cm when photographed.
Soil described by Melanie Roberts (Site NYA0646)
pH measured in CaCl2 and EC measured in 1:5 soil:water.
Characteristic soil properties
• Saline
• Saline w atertable present
• Usually poorly to very poorly drained
 Land management unit: Salt-affected land
Australian Soil Classification: Bleached Sodosolic Salic Hydrosol (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Cb2; Cb3; Do4; Kk4; very minor soil in Do2 and Kk3dd
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Agricultural land use and management
Saline wet soil Brynie Soil Series
Cropping is not a prospect due to high salinity.  The optimal high w ater use system is to
fence it off and revegetate w ith salt tolerant pastures and shrubs.  Mounding of trees and
shrubs (raised beds) is recommended to alleviate w aterlogging and encourage leaching of
salts from the soils around the mound.
Crops:  None.
Annual pastures: Balansa clover is possible in mildly saline areas.
Perennial pastures: Tall w heat grass and puccinellia are the best options.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Alley farming w ith perennial pastures
betw een belts of swamp sheoak (Casuarina obesa), saltbushes (Atriplex spp.) or wattle
(Acacia saligna) is recommended. Planting or seeding in mounds w ill reduce the impact of
waterlogging.
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Species selection w ill depend on salinity
levels and the frequency and duration of w aterlogging. Consider saltbushes (Atriplex spp.);
sw amp sheoak (Casuarina obesa); paperbarks (Melaleuca lateriflora, M. halmaturorum, M.
cuticularis, M. thyoides) and swamp mallet (Eucalyptus spathulata).  Planting or seeding in
mounds w ill reduce impact of w aterlogging.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity While topsoils (0-10 cm) and subsoils (10-20 cm) range from acid to alkaline, the
high salt content makes liming uneconomical.
Dams & catchments Not suitable for dams due to shallow saline watertable.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Earthworks to divert surface run-off and reduce erosion and inundation is often
needed.  Mounds are recommended when establishing trees and fodder shrubs
to reduce waterlogging which exacerbates the effects of saline soils on plant
establishment and early growth.
It is generally recommended that earthworks should be shallow to avoid
intercepting the saline watertable.  Examples include W-drains and spoon drains.
Deep drains may lower the watertable immediately beside the drain but the effect
can be very limited.  Site specific hydrological investigations are recommended
before proceeding with installing of deep drains.  Notification of intent to drain and
formal approval is required for deep drainage.
Salinity High to extreme and is the main limitation to plant growth.  Seasonal recharge.
Structural decline Low susceptibility as the sandy topsoils have soft to firm surface.  Moderate risk
of subsurface compaction (10-30 cm).
Soil water storage Very low to low due to high soil salinity and presence of shallow saline watertable.
Water erosion As this soil is often bare or sparsely covered, the risk of water erosion is moderate
on the valley floors and increases to high in the slopes.
Water repellence Usually not present, as the soil is generally moist due to high water table.
Waterlogging Poorly drained with a high to very high risk of waterlogging and inundation as
mainly found on valley floors.
Wind erosion Moderate risk particularly when the bare surfaces dry off over summer.
Workability Poor, due to very high risk of waterlogging.  Due to the shallow watertable the soil
is often wet and vehicles are more likely to get bogged.
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Yellow deep sand Jarrahwood Soil Series
This soil has yellow brown to brownish yellow sand below a brown to greyish brown
sandy surface.  The clay content increases slightly below 80 cm to a clayey sand or
sandy loam.  It becomes gravelly below 30-50 cm.  The surface is loose to firm and
not gravelly.  It is referred to locally as yellow sandplain.
Occurrence: Common on upper and mid-slopes.
Native vegetation: Heath and tall heath (shrubland/dryandra) associations
dominated by Proteaceae species including Banksia, Dryandra, Hakea and
Lambertia.  Christmas trees are present.
Soil profile description
Depth (cm)
0-5 Very dark grey organic sand; water
repellent; pH 5.2 (0-10 cm); abrupt,
smooth boundary.
5-10 Light yellowish brown sand; abrupt,
smooth boundary
10-110 Yellow sand; pH 4.4 (15-25 cm);
pH 5.0 (40-50 cm); clear, smooth
boundary.
110-150 Yellow heavy clayey sand; few very
fine roots; 10% medium ironstone
gravel; pH 7; clear, smooth boundary
150-190 Brownish yellow gravelly clayey sand;
many fine roots; 45% medium
ironstone gravel; pH 7.
Soil described by Heather Percy (Site COR0005).
pH measured in CaCl2
Characteristic soil properties
• No gravel on surface
• Yellow ish brown in colour
• Loamy fine to medium sand grading to
clayey sand or sandy loam below  80 cm
• Gravel usually below  80 cm
• Slightly acid to neutral
• Well to rapidly drained
 Land management unit: Pale deep sand
Australian Soil Classification: Basic Ferric Orthic Tenosol  (Isbell 1996)
Map units: Do1s; Kk1s
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Agricultural land use and management
Yellow deep sand Jarrahwood Soil Series
This has high recharge potential and low  nutrient status. The optimal high w ater use system
is phase cropping.  Crops require suitable fertiliser management and possible liming.  Wind
erosion risk is high so surface cover all year round is necessary.  This can be achieved w ith
perennial pastures and stubble retention during cropping phases.
Crops: Cereals and narrow -leafed lupins are suited, w hile canola is reasonably suitable
(sand blasting of seedlings can be a problem). Phase farming is recommended and w ould
involve around three years of crop rotations follow ed by at least three years of w ell-
established perennial pasture such as lucerne.
Annual pastures: Santorini or Madeira yellow  serradella and Cadiz French serradella are
productive options.  Dalkeith or Nungar in sub. clovers may also do w ell.
Perennial pastures: Perennial veldt grass mixed w ith serradella is an option, but the veldt
grass should be grazed at f low ering to avoid becoming an invasive w eed.  If  pH is above 4.8,
lucerne may be an option.  Sub-tropical Rhodes grass may suit summer moist areas.
Revegetation w ith commercial trees and shrubs: Pinus pinaster is an option (see CALM).
Tagasaste in an alley system is good if managed carefully w ith annual or perennial pasture
betw een rows of shrubs.  Wattles (Acacia saligna, A. rostellifera) and sheoaks (Allocasuarina
spp.) may be used as an alternative to tagasaste. Banksia/Dryandra species for cut f low ers
and sheoak (Allocasuarina spp.) for high quality timber.  Other potential timbers include
spotted gum (Corymbia maculata) and pink f low ered ironbark (E. sideroxylon).
Revegetation w ith native trees and shrubs: Banksias (B. prionotes, B. violacea, B.
phaerocarpa, B. baueri), one-sided bottlebrush (Calothamnus quadrifidus), sheoaks
(Allocasuarina acutivalvis, A. campestris, A. humilis), Acacia lasiocarpa, Dryandra amarta,
Melaleuca uncinata, Christmas tree (Nuytsia floribunda), tea-tree (Leptospermum
erubescens). Acacia saligna and A. rostellifera are fast growing natives (though not to the
catchment).  They w ill quickly stabilise an area and increase the soil nitrogen status.
Soil characteristics and land conservation
Acidity Both topsoil (0-10 cm) and subsoil (10-20 cm) are often acid or highly susceptible
to acidification. Regular monitoring and liming, where appropriate, is advised.
Dams & catchments Due to depth of sand overlying clay, dam excavation and development of
improved catchments is not practical.
Earthworks for water &
soil conservation
Not suitable for earthworks.
Salinity Non-saline with low risk of salinity as they occur high in the landscape.  These
soils are areas of high groundwater recharge.
Structural decline Low risk as loose to firm surface. Moderate risk of subsurface compaction.
Soil water storage Low.
Water erosion Low risk on slopes of less than 1%, moderate risk on slopes of 1 to 3%.
Water repellence Moderately susceptible.
Waterlogging Drains rapidly and not prone to waterlogging or inundation.
Wind erosion High risk of wind erosion.
Workability Good.
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Appendix 4:  Evaluation of landcare techniques - a
catchment approach
Jonathan Chamarette, Regional Economist, Katanning
The aim of landcare is to reduce recharge, erosion and waterlogging, enhance the
sustainability of agricultural systems, but most importantly enhance the profitability of
farms. The profitability of landcare will depend on
1. Position in the landscape
2. Type of landcare work undertaken
3. The specific strategy used to undertake the landcare work
4. Major land degradation problem e.g. salinity, erosion or waterlogging.
Position in the landscape has a distinct influence on the profitability of landcare
because it determines the most appropriate technique.  For simplicity, the landscape
is broken up into three major zones: high recharge; majority of landscape; and high
discharge zones. These are shown in the figure below.
All breakeven production benefits in the next sections are calculated using a
rotational gross margin of $120/ha/year, a discount rate of 7% and over 20-years.
High recharge zones
High recharge zones are characterised by Land Management Units (LMUs) such as
pale deep sands, yellow deep sands and brown deep sands. The productivity of soils
is relatively low and they used primarily for grazing. The stocking rate is usually about
1 or 2 dse/ha. The high rate of recharge indicates that it would be beneficial to
establish a perennial vegetation system. The options are establishment of perennial
pasture, tagasaste in conjunction with perennial pasture or pine trees.  Claying would
increase the water use, productivity and returns.  This has implications for the
adoption of relatively low return options like pine trees.
Increasing Recharge     Increasing
Occupied
area
MAJORITY OF LANDSCAPE
HIGH RECHARGE
HIGH DISCHARGE
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Perennial pastures
A number of perennial pasture species are suitable for these LMUs. It costs
approximately $100/ha to sow a perennial pasture. In order for this strategy to break-
even (BCR=1) over 20 years it requires a $9.50/ha/year increase in production.
Alternatively the extra water used by the perennial pasture can generate some or all
of the $9.50/ha/year. The productivity of deep sands can be improved by planting
perennial pasture.
Tagasaste
It costs about $100/ha to sow a mixture of tagasaste and perennial pasture.  For this
strategy to break-even (BCR=1) over 20 years it requires a $9.50/ha/year increase in
production. Alternatively the extra water used by the tagasaste and the perennial
pasture can generate some or all of the $9.50/ha/year. The productivity of deep
sands can be improved by planting a mixture of tagasaste and perennial pasture.
However it is necessary to cut and actively manage tagasaste.
Pine trees
It costs approximately $800/ha to establish pines. The trees are harvested in years
12, 22 and 35.  The cash flow from pines generates a net present value of $454/ha
and an equivalent annual value of $35/ha.  Profitability will vary with yields and prices
received during harvest years.  The equivalent annual value of $35/ha is reasonably
low but likely to be higher than what is being generated from current grazing
enterprises.  Pine trees will reduce recharge to virtually zero where they are planted
so are likely to generate off-site benefits.
Agricultural land
Most agricultural land is characterised by the area in which most farm income is
generated.  These soil types are the most productive and are either grazed at high
stocking rates or used for cropping. The principal goals of landcare are to reduce
erosion and waterlogging, increase productivity and enhance the sustainability of the
farming systems operating in this zone.
Earthworks
Grade banks are suitable for soils that have clay within 50 cm of the surface, so site-
specific investigations need to be made to ensure the suitability. Dozer banks can be
installed when clay is deeper than 50 cm. The profitability of banks and earthworks
will vary depending on the density and cost of implementation. The production
benefits required to break-even (i.e. BCR=1) over a 20 year period, at various
densities and costs of implementation are given below.
The graph shows that the required break-even production benefit increases with the
density of implementation and the cost.  Earthworks reduce waterlogging, improve
yield, allow crops to be sown, sprayed at optimal times and prevent bogging. The
exact density is likely to vary according to site-specific characteristics such as
topography, severity of waterlogging and perceived benefits that can be generated.
An average implementation density of 3 km/100 ha is likely to be adequate to
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improve productivity and sustainability of agricultural systems.  At this density an
improvement of about $4/ha/year is required to break-even over a 20-year period. To
increase water use trees can be planted along the banks, however this will increase
cost and the area taken out of production and thus increase the break-even
production benefits.
Alley farming
Alleys are suitable for all soils particularly those that have low clay content and
contain either sand or gravel.  It is necessary to ensure that an appropriate species is
planted on each soil type. Profitability will vary depending on the density and cost of
implementation. The production benefits required for alley farming to break-even
(i.e.BCR=1) at various densities and costs of implementation are given below.
From the graph it is clear that the required break-even production benefit increases
as the density and the cost of implementation increase.  The aims of alley farming
are to improve production by creating windbreaks and increase the water use.  Alleys
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should be established without fence lines and using the cheapest techniques
possible (direct seeding), to ensure low cost of implementation. It should also be
noted that establishing alleys without fence lines means that landowners incur a cost
of lost grazing for the first two years.
Alleys of commercial trees (oil mallees, blue gums)
Commercial trees are generally more expensive to establish than non-commercial
alleys, but there is the opportunity to realise some income in the future.  If the
equivalent annual value (EAV) of the commercial trees exceeds the gross margin that
is currently being generated from the land, then adoption of the commercial tree
should be preferred because it should result in higher income for the landowner.
However, if the EAV of the commercial tree does not exceed the gross margin from
traditional agriculture, a trade-off exists between establishing commercial alleys
($1300/ha) and cheap non-commercial alleys ($500/ha). The graph below shows the
20-year break-even production benefit increase required at various densities and at
different net commercial tree returns per hectare for land that has a traditional
agricultural gross margin of $120/ha.
When commercial alleys are to be established on high value agricultural land (when
EAV is less than agricultural gross margin) it is likely that the required 20 year break-
even production benefit increases. The EAV of oil mallees has been calculated to be
approximately $50/ha while the net commercial returns of oil mallees has been
calculated to be about $100/ha. These oil mallee returns have been calculated using
predicted yields and returns associated with oil production only.
Lucerne
Establishing ucerne costs between $100 and $150/ha and it has been shown by the
Model of Integrated Dryland Agricultural Systems (MIDAS) that incorporation into a
phase farming system generates extra feed in summer which can save
supplementary feed costs and increase net income.  Establishing lucerne with a
cover crop such as barley can reduce the costs by enabling some income to be
generated during the establishment year.
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Perennial pastures
On areas that are unsuitable for cropping a number of suitable perennial pasture
species can be sown. It costs approximately $100/ha to sow a perennial pasture. In
order for this strategy to break-even (BCR=1) it requires a $9.50/ha/year increase in
production. Alternatively the extra water used by the perennial pasture can generate
some or all of the $9.50/ha/year.
High discharge environments
High discharge environments are characterised by existing salt scalds and positive
piezometric head.  These zones are sites in which groundwater levels have come
within 2 m of the surface and resulted in the accumulation of salt through
evaporation.  These areas generally have low productivity due to the accumulation of
salt in the soil profile.
Relief wells and pumping
Relief wells and pumping bores will only be suitable for specific areas in the
catchment. Relief wells will only be suitable for areas that have positive ground water
pressure at the surface. While bore pumping will only be suitable in areas, which
have coarse sediments at depth (e.g. high transmissivity of sediments).  It is
recommended that site-specific investigation are undertaken to assess the suitability
of pumps and relief wells, before money is spent on these landcare techniques. The
graph below shows for various relief well/ bore pumping costs, the 20 year break-
even production benefit increase required over a 100 ha area.
It is necessary to consider all the costs likely to be incurred over a 20-year period for
relief well and bore pumps.  These include:
• planning and positioning of bores $200/day
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• cost of bore $1000
• cost of pump $2000-15,000
• maintenance costs (power costs, solar and wind pumps lower)
• replacement costs (will pump last 20 years or only 10 years?)
• costs associated with the disposal of water (evaporation pan $5000+).
Relief wells generally cost between $400 and $1000 per hole and virtually have no
maintenance and no replacement costs, resulting in a low production benefit increase
for the strategy to break-even.  Pumps on the other hand vary in cost depending on
the type ($2000-15,000), require regular maintenance ($5000/year) and may not last
20 years so will have to be replaced. The cost of setting up an air well lift pump is
approximately $40,000 resulting in a high production benefit required for the strategy
to break even. The cost of disposal of water is incurred by both relief wells and
pumping strategies and needs to be considered.
The economics of pumps can be improved by ensuring that the relief wells/pumping
bores are positioned in the landscape so as to maximise litres removed from storage,
effective draw down and the minimisation of set-up costs.  A major set-up cost is
related to the disposal of the groundwater e.g. building of evaporation basin.  If this
can be avoided the economics of relief wells/bore pumping is greatly improved. There
is also the possibility of commercialisation of the saline groundwater (aquaculture).
Deep drains
Deep drains attempt to alleviate salinity by draining groundwater away from the top
2 m of the soil.  Effectiveness is limited by the hydrological conductivity of the soil in
which the drain has been cut.  Deep drains are likely to be effective when excavated
through sandy soils, but ineffective in clay soils due to the slow rate at which water
flows through into the drain.  However, some drains excavated through clay soils
have shown surprisingly high flow rates due to drain intercepting preferred pathways
such as sandy seams and old root channels.
Deep drains generally require regular maintenance to prevent from silting up which
will increase the required break-even production benefit.  The high implementation
costs and regular maintenance costs incurred are likely to limit the chance for this
landcare strategy to break even.
Biodiversity
Biodiversity refers to the variety of all life forms. This includes the plants, animals,
micro-organisms, the genes they contain, and the ecosystems they form
(Environment Australia 1993).  Biodiversity is generally considered at three different
levels: genetic, species and ecosystem.
The variety of genetic information contained in all the individual plants, animals and
micro-organisms is referred to as genetic diversity.  Genetic diversity occurs within
and between populations of species as well as between species. The variety of living
species is referred to as species diversity. While the variety of habitats, biotic
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communities, ecological processes, habitat differences and the variety of ecological
processes is referred to as ecosystem diversity (Environment Australia 1993).
Human beings are dependent on fundamental biological systems and processes for
their sustenance, health, well-being and enjoyment of life.  Wild and domesticated
components of biological diversity provide medicines, industrial products and food.
The value of biological diversity can be considered in three groups:
Ecosystem services
1. Protection of water resources - Native vegetation plays an important role in
maintaining hydrological cycles, regulating water run-off, acting as a water
purifying system and a buffer against floods and droughts. Removal of
vegetation results in reduction of water quality and yield, degradation of
aquatic habitats and siltation of streams (Environment Australia 1993). The
financial benefit from water harvested from forested catchments and supplied
to Melbourne has been estimated at $250 million per year or $3125/ha (Read
et al. 1982)
2. Soil formation and protection – Biodiversity helps in the formation of soil,
maintenance of soil structure, retention of moisture and nutrients.
3. Nutrient storage and cycling – ecosystems play a vital role in the recycling of
nutrients, the removal of biodiversity can lead to the loss of these nutrients
from the system
4. Pollution breakdown and absorption – components of ecosystems are involved
in the breakdown and assimilation of many pollutants
5. Contribution to climate stability – Biodiversity can affect climate at both a micro
and macro climatic level through the cycling and maintenance of moisture.
6. Maintenance of ecosystems – The removal or disturbance of one part of the
ecosystem can affect the function of other components of the ecosystem due
to the interrelation of the living and non-living components of an ecosystem.
7. Recovery from unpredictable events – The recovery from natural events such
as fire and flood is enhanced by maintaining a healthy ecosystem.
Biological resources
1. Food – Biodiversity in the wild gene pool can be used to complement the
narrow genetic base of established food crops. This gene pool has the ability to
provide disease resistance, improved productivity and different environmental
tolerances (Environment Australia 1993).
2. Medical resources – Biological resources have long been used by humans for
medicinal purposes. The potential for Australian biota to contribute to modern
medicine has scarcely begun to be realised (Environment Australia 1993).
3. Wood Products – Wood is used as a fuel, in construction and is the basis for
paper. Timber industries form a major part of Australia’s economy.
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4. Ornamental plants – Native Australian plants are increasingly being used for
ornamental and horticultural purposes.
5. Breeding stocks, population reservoirs - Natural habitats provide support
systems for wildlife populations that are harvested outside these areas.
6. Future resources – The conservation of biological diversity can lead to the
discovery of new biological resources. About 50 per cent of Australia’s species
have been identified but only 25 per cent have been formally described
(Environment Australia 1993).
Social benefits
1. Research education and monitoring – Natural areas provide an excellent
opportunity to learn about biological resources, maintenance of a genetic base
and how to rehabilitate degraded ecosystems.
2. Recreation – Biological resources provide great opportunities for tourism and
recreation.
3. Cultural values  - The natural environment provides inspiration, aesthetic,
spiritual and educational needs of people now and into the future (Environment
Australia 1993).
4. Benefits of timely action – The cost of repair of degraded environments faced by
future generations is likely to be greater than the costs associated with strategic
conservation actions (Environment Australia 1993).
Biodiversity provides a foundation for a healthy planet and our own well being so
therefore is generally recognised as having an inestimable amount of value.
Ecosystems that are rich in diversity have a greater resilience and have a greater
ability to recover from natural and unnatural stresses. When biological diversity is
diminished the functioning of the ecosystem is put at risk (Environment Australia
1993). Possibly the greatest value of diversity is the opportunity that it provides to us
for adapting to change. The unknown potential of genes, species and ecosystems is
of inestimable value and is a resource that can be tapped into as human needs
change (Environment Australia 1993).
Public/private benefits and non-market/market benefits
A distinction should also be made between the generation of public and private
benefits. Table 4.1 in the Katanning Zone RCA report outlines the benefits necessary
to be generated in order for that strategy to have the calculated benefit cost ratio.  In
calculating the benefit cost ratio it makes no distinction between private and public
benefits but only indicates the benefits that are necessary for those strategies to
breakeven. If private funds are used to implement the landcare strategies, private
benefits equal to the amounts indicated in the table have to be generated in order for
the strategy to break even. Failure to generate these private benefits will result in a
BCR less than one. Similarly if public funds are used to implement the landcare
strategies, public benefits equal to the amounts indicated in the table have to be
generated in order for the strategy to breakeven.  Public and private benefits can be
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market or non-market benefits.  However if private funds are being used to implement
landcare, the generation of private market benefits will generally be required in order
for the landcare strategy to be adopted.
Mallet hills and rock outcrops require the generation of $30/ha/year of non-market
benefits to be generated for these strategies to breakeven. These revegetation
strategies, are not likely to be adopted unless substantial public funding of these
strategies occurs, due to the requirement of the generation of non-market benefits,.
To complicate matters further, most of the suggested landcare strategies are likely to
generate public market and non-market benefits as well as private market and non-
market benefits. At the adoption level this can create a situation where private
landholders want to be compensated for the generation of public market and non-
market benefits, but public funding bodies do not not want to fund landcare activities
that generate private market and non-market benefits. However it should be noted
that the public market and non-market benefits are generally greater by an order of
magnitude than the private market and non-market benefits generated by the
landcare activity.
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Economic glossary
Compiled and edited by Mike O’Connell, Albany and Jonathan Chamarette,
Katanning.  This version updated October 2001.
Term Definition
BCA See Benefit Cost Analysis
BCR See Benefit Cost Ratio
Benefit Cost
Analysis
Benefit cost analysis (BCA) is a method of economic evaluation
that can be used to help quantify the benefits of a project.  BCA is
used to test if the overall gains from a project are likely to exceed
the costs, and to estimate the net benefit of that project.  Funding
bodies, researchers and farmers alike can use the information from
a BCA to help in deciding which activities to pursue and how much
effort to devote to each.
A BCA is essentially the same as an investment appraisal.  The
estimated stream of future costs and benefits associated with a
research project is converted into present dollar terms (see
Discounting).  From these figures, it is a simple matter to calculate
a benefit cost ratio and the net benefit of the project in today’s
dollars.  For example, the table below demonstrates a benefit cost
analysis in its simplest form.  It depicts the evaluation of a research
program running over five years.  All values are $’000.
Ye ar Costs of
rese ar ch
Bene fits of
rese ar ch
Discount
factor
Discounted
costs
Discounted
ben efits
Start 50 0 1.00 50 0
1 50 45 0.94 47 42
2 50 55 0.89 44 49
3 25 65 0.84 21 55
4 0 100 0.79 0 79
5 0 25 0.75 0 19
Totals ⇒ 163 244
Future costs and benefits have been discounted into today’s
dollars at a rate of 6%.  The sum of all discounted costs is
$163,000 while the sum of discounted benefits is $244,000.
Therefore the benefit cost ratio of the project is estimated to be 1.5,
while the net present value is $81,000.  Since the project is likely to
generate benefits in excess of the costs incurred, it may be a
desirable option to pursue.  In practice we would not draw
conclusions from an analysis as simple as this example.  A more
thorough treatment would be the norm, and would include
sensitivity analysis and examination of different scenarios.
Benefit Cost
Ratio
The benefit cost ratio is a measure of the profitability of a particular
project.  It is calculated by dividing the total benefits by the total
costs.  For example, if the total costs of applying lime to a particular
paddock are $60/ha, and the total benefits (over several years) are
$420/ha, then the BCR is 7.  If the BCR is less than 1, then costs
exceed benefits and the project is unlikely to be pursued unless it
fulfills other, non-profit, objectives.
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Term Definition
Discounting One dollar received today is worth more to us than one dollar
received in a year.  This is because a dollar can be invested today
and earn a return, so that in a year the dollar invested will be worth
its original value plus the value of accrued returns.  Future cash
flows are also worth less because most people are impatient and
will prefer to receive something now, rather than wait for it.  It
follows then that a dollar in the future is worth less than a dollar
now.
Discounting is a process by which it is possible to express future
dollar values in today’s dollars.  This allows us to meaningfully
compare current and future cash flow, and to compare projects
with different lives.  Discounting involves multiplying future values
by a discount factor.  The discount factor is calculated based on
the discount rate and the number of years into the future using the
following formula: discount factor = (1 + r)-n, where r is the discount
rate (as a fraction) and n is the number of years into the future.  For
example, if the discount rate is 6%, the discount factor for cash
flow in 1 year will be 0.943.  Therefore $1.00 received in a year will
be worth $0.94 when expressed in today’s dollar terms.
EAV see Equivalent Annual Value
Equivalent
Annual Value
It is probably best to think of the EAV as being is similar to (but not
the same as) the average increase in profit due to a particular
activity.  For example, if the EAV of claying in a particular paddock
is $20/ha/year, then we can say that claying has increased annual
profits by roughly $20/ha.
More accurately, the EAV is the amount received annually over the
life of a project, which when discounted and summed is equivalent
to the Net Present Value of the project.
Fixed Costs Fixed costs are costs that are incurred regardless of the area of
different enterprises and cannot be avoided in the short term (say
2–5 years).  They include depreciation on plant and equipment,
rates, licenses, insurance, repairs to permanent fixtures,
permanent hired labour and family living expenses.  In the long
term (say more than 2–5 years), changes can be made on the farm
that allow fixed costs to change.  For example, if land was bought
or sold, then there would be changes in the cost of rates,
insurance, repairs to permanent fixtures and, maybe, permanent
labour.  Accurately allocating a portion of fixed costs to each
enterprise is difficult, if not impossible.
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Term Definition
Gross Margin A measure of profitability usually expressed in $/ha.  It is calculated
as Total Income less Total Variab le Costs.  Fixed Costs are not
included in the calculation of gross margins.  Also see Rotational
gross margin.
Land
Management
Unit (LMU)
A land management unit is a soil class across which a farmer
would use similar management techniques, and obtain similar
yields.  Land Management Units do not necessarily correspond to
what a soil scientist would recognise as a single soil type.  For
example a “red clay-loams and clays” land management unit could
include a variety of clay-loams, clays and heavy cracking clays.
Net Present
Value
The NPV is the net value of a project expressed in today’s dollar
terms.  The NPV is calculated by subtracting the total discounted
costs (over the life of the project) from the total discounted benefits
(again, over the life of the project).  For example, if a project has
total discounted costs of $25000 and total discounted benefits of
$75000, then the NPV is $50000.  Also see Discounting and
Benefit Cost Analysis.
Rotational gross
margin
This is the average of all gross margins over a rotation.  For
example if gross margins over a 4-year rotation were $85, $140,
$110, and $165, the rotational gross margin would be $125.
Variable costs Costs that vary directly with the area of production.  They include
items like seed, fertiliser, chemicals, seasonal labour, fuel and
shearing.  It is generally easy to allocate variable costs to each
enterprise on the farm
Market Benefit Benefits that can be readily measured in market terms e.g. dollars
Non-market
Benefit
Benefits that can not be readily measured in market terms such as
aesthetics, ecosystem services, feeling good etc
Private Benefit Benefits that are enjoyed exclusively by the landowner e.g. on-farm
production benefits
Private Cost Cost that are born by individuals who generally require the
generation of private benefits in compensation for the expenditure
e.g. opportunity cost, capital costs
Public Benefit Benefits that may be enjoyed by the landowner, neighbours and by
the broader community e.g. environmental and aesthetic values
associated with remnant vegetation
Public Cost Costs that are born by the government through direct funding or tax
concessions, generally require the generation of public benefits to
compensate the government for its expenditure
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Appendix 5:  Earthworks and engineering options for
surface and groundwater control
John Firth, Land Conservation Officer, Katanning
1. Surface water control
Soil conservation earthwork structures are designed and constructed for the purpose
of interception, diversion, retention, detention and safe disposal of run-off.  Their
main role is surface water control for erosion and controlling waterlogging. Other
important surface water control roles include:
• Intercepting water before it seeps into the landscape reduces the amount of
nitrates leaching through the soil profile, helps to slow the rate of soil acidification,
and reduces the amount of recharge to the groundwater.
• Water harvesting to, and overflows from, dams.
• Paddock designs redeveloped due to earthworks, resulting in paddocks being
worked on the contour.
• Making the entire paddock more uniform in soil moisture, improving soil structure
and allowing for deeper and better plant root development, earthworm activity and
less root diseases.
• Helping increase the amount of oxygen in the soil.
Surface drainage interceptor type earthworks on middle to lower slopes for
waterlogging control have an area of influence of 5 to 120 m downhill from the
earthworks; this area of influence will vary on soil type and position in the landscape.
The area of influence directly below a drain can be monitored. The on-farm benefits,
such as reducing recharge and lowering of watertables, should also be considered
when selecting earthworks.
Surface water control earthworks cannot be designed solely according to Land
Management Units.  Each site has to be assessed on its own merits according to:
• Soil types
• The variability of the soils
• Purpose of the earthworks (waterlogging, inundation, water harvesting, water
erosion, flooding)
• Type of earthworks
• Situation in the landscape
• Earthwork outlets and water disposal points
• General earthwork design
• Legalities, regulations.
These points contribute to the effectiveness of a good earthen structure, which
incorporates a well-designed water management plan.
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Generalities of design
• Work to the contour where possible, especially where earthworks are not an
available option for surface water control (e.g. short and flatter slopes).
• Generally, paddocks under bare conditions erode.  This indicates a system of
grade banks should be surveyed across the slope to a selected permanent
grassed waterway.
• Do not cultivate over existing waterways, but leave as permanent grassed
waterways of safe width.  An alternative is to select a main waterway and
intercept the other waterways with contour grade banks and have long lands on
the contour.
• Waterway width depends on catchment area, annual rainfall, soil type, expected
peak flows, slope and groundcover (permanent pasture or vegetation).  The
waterway width should be designed to allow for a 20-year average storm event.
• Ensure a safe disposal point for grade banks, whether it will be waterways (of
suitable soil type - not sand), dams or if necessary, artificial waterways.
• Construct level sill outlets at the discharge end of all grade banks where erosion
at the outlet is likely.
• Always have earthworks properly surveyed at correct grades.
• Use appropriate earthworks for the particular situation e.g. ‘W’-drain for flat
inundated areas, flat-bottomed grade banks for upper slope water control, small
levee banks to confine ill-defined waterways. (See following pages for a full
description of earthworks.)
• Space banks according to surface slope and soil type.
Waterways
The disposal point, at which the structure empties, is what everything else hinges
upon.  Selection of the waterway is an important factor of earthwork design.  Natural
bush and permanent grassed waterways, with a natural depression and grade to
assist with the confinement and movement of the disposed water, are most likely to
be the best choice.  However, fencing off is something that should be considered to
prevent stock and vehicular movement across waterways, which may start eroding.
Artificial waterways are necessary where natural drainage lines are poorly defined or
badly eroded.  Examples of this are levied waterways where earthbanks are created
so that water is confined to a designated path.
Choosing the type of earthwork
Absorption banks
Absorption banks have no grade (level) with both ends turned up to increase water-
holding capacity. These banks are used to control surface run-off that cannot be
disposed of safely. Absorption banks are known to be a source of recharge to
groundwater and as such it is a good practice to plant trees along them to utilise any
seepage that may pass through them. It is for this reason that it is important this type
of earthworks is limited to short structures high in the landscape e.g. at the base of
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mallet hills.  A bulldozer is used in preference to a grader, as a bulldozer is able to
reach clay at greater depths and also gives this type of earthwork some volume.  Use
absorption banks as your last resort when essential to prevent water erosion.
Grade banks
These intercept and divert run-off to dams and/or waterways. Gradient of banks to
dams is 0.5% (10 cm in 20 m) and for water erosion control is usually less (between
0.2 and 0.4%) depending on the design. Grade banks have 2-3 m wide flat bases
and spoil is rounded-off on the downhill side, this makes them more favourable to
vehicular crossing and less prone to eroding or washing out where sheep tracks
cross them. One other important feature of this type of drain is its storm water
handling capacity, and as such it is generally incorporated into a drainage system
design for storm water protection. The flat bottom design of this type of earthworks
allows them to be more suitable if a good clay subsoil base is reached along some
areas of the bank. Grade banks work well in LMUs of clay or gravely clay subsoils.
Interceptor banks
Not to be confused with WISALT banks, interceptor drains come in two forms:
Conventional seepage interceptor banks: The spoil is placed downhill, while the
gradient is between 0.3 and 0.5% (6 and 10 cm in 20 m) depending on catchment
size, depth of drain and type of machine used to construct the drains (grader or
bulldozer). The cut into the soil collects surface run-off and subsurface seepage. The
drains are about 100 m apart and 0.5% gradient on a small paddock scale system.
The cut is in a “V” shape, in deeper duplex soils the front batter is steep and as such
can be subjected to soil slumping causing the drain to become less efficient and
resulting in more regular maintenance.
Reverse bank seepage interceptor: The spoil is placed uphill, grade is 0.75%
(15 cm in 20 m) and banks are usually 75 to 100 m apart. The surface run-off water
flows along the pasture-stabilised waterway above the uphill spoil, with the cut
intercepting the sub-surface clay and collecting subsoil seepage. Because of their
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poor stormwater-handling capacity it is good practice that grade banks protect them
further upslope if the site has a long slope.
With either of these two styles of banks, it’s important that the cut is into the clay by
0.2-0.3 m or the subsoil seepage cannot be fully intercepted. This type of earthwork
is suited to LMUs that have a good clay subsoil base at a depth of less than 50 cm if
a grader is to be used for their construction.
Level sill outlet
Run-off from any type of bank can cause erosion where the collected water is
discharged into a steep sided waterway (or gully), or a susceptible soil type.  It is
recommended as a standard practice to add a level sill outlet onto all banks
(absorption, grade, and interceptor).  Level sill outlets can prevent damage by
spreading the discharged water, dissipating the energy and reducing it’s ability to
cause erosion.
A level sill is approximately the final 20 m of the bank with the spoil placed uphill and
the grade reduced to zero. The water discharged from the bank then slows down due
to the reduction of the grade and moves gently towards the safe waterway.  Where a
level sill is part of a drain that is being used for water harvesting for a dam, Place the
level sill 15-20 m from the mouth of the dam, so a grassed area can develop to help
filter out contaminants running into the dam.
‘W’ drains
 ‘W’ drains are two grade banks built back to back with a grade of 0 to 0.3%. They
are constructed to assist the channelling of surface water, which lies in pools in flat
parts of the landscape.  They are designed so that when their peak flow is exceeded
the excess water can spread out from the drain into adjacent country until such time
that this peak flow recedes. ‘W’ drains can be built with middle spoil bank broad
enough to enable vehicular access across otherwise water-inundated land.
Spoon drains
Spoon drains are used for similar purposes to that of ‘W’ drains; they are suitable for
channelling surface water from flat parts of the landscape. The main difference is that
the spoil from the spoon cut is spread as thinly as possible over the adjacent area so
as not to inhibit the flow of water into the drain.  Preference is given to ‘W’ drains
because the spoil very often is not spread thinly enough on the flat terrain causing
the water to run on the outside of the spoil.  Spoon drains are generally used in very
small catchments where small volumes of water are involved.
Levees
While levee banks are a form of surface drainage, their main purpose is more for
waterway management. Also, where ‘W’ and spoon drains are unsuitable because of
the lack of a safe disposal point, a double levee bank system can be used to keep
the water confined in a given area.
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Water storage
Many dams have been sited in creeks, gullies and depressions. With the
encroachment of further salinity and rising watertables these lower parts of the
catchment are under threat. The life of these low-lying dams may be extended by
syphoning saline water from the bottom of the dam with a polyethylene pipe,
especially if the dams overflow every year with fresh water.
2. Soils and earthworks
Moderate and poorly drained sandy duplex: Earthworks are generally suitable to
control soil erosion, for dam catchments and reduce waterlogging.  This soil is open
to a wide choice of earthworks.  Check depth to clay, as it can be very variable.
Red soils (clay loams): Earthworks are generally suitable to control erosion, for dam
catchments and reduce waterlogging.  Check depth to clay and rocks.
Broad valley floors (non-saline): Earthworks are generally suitable to reduce
waterlogging, soil erosion control and for dams. Check depth to clay and salt.
Grey clays: Earthworks are generally suitable to reduce waterlogging, control soil
erosion, and suitable for dams and catchments.  Check clay and salt for dams.
Saline gullies: Earthworks here should be kept shallow to avoid intercepting saline
watertable.  Deep drains (to intercept saline watertable) generally have the ability to
lower the watertable beside the drain and as such the effect can be limited.  A
Notification of Intent to Drain is required if the drain is to alleviate present salinity
(refer to Groundwater options).
Gravelly soils: Depth to clay and consistency of clay generally makes these soils
unsuitable for earthworks.  If earthworks are installed, they are generally for erosion
control.  Avoid earthworks with sharp excavated cuts, as they are liable to collapse
and silt up.  The most suitable type is a flat bottom grade bank.  An option could be
three to four or more rows of fenced trees on the contour to encourage spreading
and filtering excess surface water.
Deep sands: Generally not suitable for surface water control earthworks due to poor
structure and depth to suitable soil material.  Slumping and collapsing of the
earthworks will occur, thus reducing efficiency.  Hence it is best to protect soil
earthworks by excluding stock.
3. Fencing
Fences were originally constructed in straight lines, to fit with location or clearing
boundaries.  With time, some of these fences are found to be in the wrong place and
causing inconvenience and degradation problems.  When they need to be replaced,
better placement should considered.
Farm planning and fences should fit within the landscape, not squares or rectangles.
The first obvious site for fences is next to barriers to cultivation such as creeklines,
remnant vegetation, degraded areas such as saltland and other major LMUs.
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Other positions to be considered are:
• Along contour working lines or just below contour banks.
• Along ridges for all weather access and to minimise water erosion.
• Down minor drainage lines within contour systems.
• Directly straight down slope (not diagonally across the slope).
• At the change of slope from hills to valley floor where water accumulation maybe
occurring and the boundary between LMUs.
• Below recharge areas, as in the deeper sands and gravely soils.
• Around windbreaks.
All weather access using these positions with a key laneway for efficient stock
movement is the backbone to the soil conservation fence plan.
4.  Maintenance of existing earthworks
It is essential to maintain all existing earthworks.  After a considerable length of time
and extreme weather conditions, rebuilding and removing sediment from channels to
return to their original condition or upgraded specifications is always required.
Ideally, the best time to do maintenance is in the cropping phase when no stock are
in the area.  The loosened soils due to maintenance or improvements of the banks
and channels have a chance to stabilise with pasture cover that will protect the
improved earthworks.
5. Engineering options
Dams
Dams are used for water conservation and/or as a surface water control structure.
When siting new dams it is essential to:
1. Identify suitable catchments by considering:
• Size of catchment (not too small).  Consider increasing size by diverting
additional water into the dam or construct a roaded catchment.
• Suitable soil types for catchment banks and/or a suitable shallow duplex soil
adjacent for potential roaded catchment.
• Identify high run-off areas i.e. mallet hills, clay soils and large rock outcrops.
• Position in paddock and landscape.
2. Place them out of gullies and instead on saddles or side of hills, with the use of
grade banks to increase the effective catchment area.
3. Go as deep as possible and have the smallest surface area as possible (3:1
batters).
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4. Essential to test drill to determine the presence of good quality water holding clay,
shallow rock, and the absence of sand seam/layers and depth to saline watertable.
Drill the test holes to at least 1m deeper than the proposed excavation. Drill one
test hole in each corner and one central to base area of dam.  Watertable depth,
water salinity, soil type and depth to bedrock monitored.
5. Dams should be sited away from areas that have a rising groundwater table that
will impact on the dam in the future. Drilling a test hole to a minimum of 8 metres
below the proposed excavation will confine the presence of a saline watertable.
6.  Dams to be constructed with 3:1 batters, if any steeper, moisten the batters to
ensure maximum compaction and pugging during construction.
7. Investigate the 4-wall, completely enclosed, piped inlet type.  The pipes (x 4) used
are the cheaper 90 mm PVC drainpipes.  These are joined together and buried
(gently) during construction, with the bottom discharge end about 1 metre vertical
height off the bottom of the dam.  Important to have a temporary storage area in
front of the dam, about one-third the size of the dam.
 The idea is to:
• Prevent front batter erosion.
• Minimise the water pollution by restricting surface rubbish entering the dam.
• Prevents build up of sediments in the dam.
• Therefore, better chance of more water in dams in years of low or no run-off i.e.
water instead of sediment in the dam.
• Less evaporation.
• Saves cleaning out of the dams in the future.
• Pasture apron, instead of silt trap as these can prevent water entering the dam.
• Build a slightly smaller dam, and spend the difference on a roaded or improved
catchment in drier areas.
• An efficient catchment must have erosion free outlets and discharge into a
grassed waterway or grade bank.
Improving existing dams
Consider making them more reliable by:
• Diverting run-off from roads, rock, tracks, and heavy clay and seepage areas into
dams.
• Add an improved or roaded catchment.
• Convert to a 4-wall dam if possible (as mentioned in new dams).
• Ensure spillway is safe and that freeboard is adequate (1 metre).
• Plant windbreaks to screen hot dry winds.
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6. Groundwater options
Relief drains, open channels, interceptor drains or deep drains are widely used for
subsurface drainage to lower groundwater levels.  Surface drainage is used to
reduce flooding by removal of surface water.  Drainage is just one management
option available to farmers with salinity problems.  The best results are usually
obtained from an integrated approach to water management that includes modified
farming systems, revegetation and earthworks.
Drainage is not always successful and can lead to degradation of land.  Factors that
should be considered during the planning stage of any project are discussed below.
Good drainage design
A properly designed drainage system removes excess surface water, drains perched
watertables and can be effective in lowering groundwater to prevent waterlogging
and salinisation.
Depending on soil and topographical conditions, both surface and subsurface
drainage may be required. Each design has a set of design criteria for minimum risk
planning, location in the catchment and maximum economic benefit.
Drains
Drains are deep (usually 0.5 to 2.0 metres).
Surface run-off can be excluded from the drain (closed), or limited amounts of run-off
can be carried in the drain channels.  The remainder of the run-off is conveyed
behind the levees or spoil, 0.7 m away from the edge of the drains, along waterways
on one or both sides of the excavated channel.  Open drains receive water from both
sides.
Drains to relieve groundwater should be site specific and constructed as deep as the
soil type and outlet conditions will permit, in order to maximise their effectiveness.
All drainage systems should be designed from the outlet end and care should be
taken to ensure that the outlet is and will remain stable.  Furthermore, drainage
effluent should be disposed of without detriment to downstream landowners (refer to
Notice of Intent to Drain).
Soil factors
The rate at which water will flow into a deep drain is dependent on the soil profiles
ability to conduct water.  Sandy, coarse soils are good conductors, whereas heavy
clay soils are poor conductors.  Deep drains constructed in heavy clay soils in the
lower landscape are not generally effective in lowering the watertables, unless they
penetrate a layer of conductive or permeable soil.
In WA, soils form complex profile patterns. The following factors should be
considered:
• Thickness of the soil profile and the individual soil layers.
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• Continuity of various layers.
• Battered sides down into the indurated or hard subsoil to avoid slumping.
• Hydraulic conductivity of soil types.
• Presence of an aquitard or confining layers (i.e. clay pan, silcrete etc).
Disposal
The discharge from deep drains should be disposed of in a responsible manner.  The
discharge is often saline but may vary with seasonal conditions.
Deep drains are intrusive on the landscape and not always conducive to best
management practices. Where surface water can enter the drainage system in an
uncontrolled way they can channel significant amounts of water towards the eventual
disposal point. This may create problems for landholders below the drain and may
impact on natural drainage systems that may be unable to cope with the amount of
the water or the quality of water discharged.
A Notice of Intent (NOI) must be lodged with the Commissioner of Soil and Land
Conservation prior to construction. NOI application form can be obtained from
Department of Agriculture offices.
Conclusion
Drainage can be very expensive. But, it is a tool that should be used with other
earthworks and farm systems to provide an integrated approach to water and salinity
management.  Salinity is difficult to flush from heavy soils due to poor hydraulic
conductivity and there is some doubt as to the economic feasibility of using deep
drainage for reclamation.
In areas where soils are amenable, construction of drains has proven successful.
Land prone to waterlogging and shallow watertables leading to reduced production
has been reclaimed.  In such situations the best results are obtained through good
design, effective placement in the landscape to achieve the greatest impact, a good
maintenance program and by managing the movement of surface water (i.e. run-off)
in the catchment.
There are certain legal aspects to be satisfied under common and statute law before
earthworks are constructed.
7. Relief wells and siphons
Relief wells and syphons may lower the watertable and soil salinity levels within the
root-zone of plants and improve production from affected areas.  These systems are
suitable to manage small saline seeps in relatively dissected landscapes. Disposal of
groundwater requires appropriate design and management. A ‘Notice of Intention to
Drain’ must be lodged with the Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation before
installing a relief well or syphon system.
Relief wells can be installed in areas with flowing artesian aquifers.  They are
normally more effective in areas with slopes greater than 5%.  The wells are usually
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cut off, at or below ground level, and the water allowed to discharge into an
appropriate receiving body.  Drawdown in the well remains at or near ground level.
In contrast, syphons can be used to create a maximum drawdown of about 7 m,
although in practice it is often less than 4 m.  Flow rates are highly variable, ranging
from as much as 10 L/S (strongly artesian sediments) to a more typical value of
0.2 L/S.
Significant maintenance problems can result from high levels of dissolved gas in
groundwaters, or from the presence of iron bacteria. Methods are available to
manage the gas levels in the syphon (solar power or electricity required), although
this is rarely undertaken as the costs can be prohibitive.
Site investigations should determine the nature of the aquifers, expected yield,
disposal options, and likely discharge enhancement system. In addition, groundwater
chemistry should be assessed. Relief and syphon systems will be least effective in
low permeability systems, especially in areas with overlying clay-rich soils.
Conversely, pumping will be more effective in permeable systems and where the
groundwater can be used cost-effectively.
If the groundwater is fresh to brackish, it may be suitable stock water or may be
‘shandied’ with surface water. Saline water should be a stored in purpose-designed
evaporation pond, however controlled discharge to natural waterbodies may be
appropriate.  Alternatively, groundwater may be used for bio-saline aquaculture or
engineering uses if supply is reliable.
Related publications
George, R.J. and Frantom, P.W.C. (1990). Using pumps and syphons to control
salinity at a saline seep in the Wallatin Creek catchment. Division of Resource
Management Technical Report 91, 61 pp.
8. Evaporation basins
Evaporation is very high in summer and can be put to good use in the control of
groundwater discharge from deep drains, relief wells and groundwater pumping.
Evaporation basins provide the best means of exploiting high evaporation rates, but
are expensive to construct and have the potential to leak, causing localised recharge.
They can be used with drains and groundwater pumping as a means of disposing of
saline groundwater if other disposal sites/methods are not available.  High
evaporation rates mean that the basins need to be located close to the discharge
point.
There is some potential for integrating evaporation basins and saline discharge with
aquaculture and other operations.
Guidelines on evaporation basin construction are available from the Department of
Agriculture (Miscellaneous Publication 21/99).
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9.  Notice of Intent to Drain or Pump
Regulations established under the Soil and Land Conservation Act require that:
"When an owner or occupier of land proposes to drain or pump water from under the
land surface because of salinity of the land or water and to discharge that water onto
other land, into other water or into a watercourse, the owner or occupier shall, at least
90 days before the draining or pumping commences, notify the Commissioner in
writing in the manner set forth in Form 2 Schedule 2."
Notification allows the Commissioner 90 days to consider whether or not the
proposed drainage will cause on or off site land degradation. A penalty will apply to
the owner or occupier who fails to notify the commissioner.
Management of surface and sub-surface water through constructed drainage is
recognised, as one of the legitimate tools available to fight salinity, waterlogging and
inundation although increased use of water through vegetation or farming systems
remains the preferred option.
Landholders need to understand that they have a duty of care to ensure their
management actions do not lead to land degradation. Drainage proposals should
demonstrate that they are part of an overall strategy to deal with the fundamental
causes of the water management problems; and that it will be "environmentally
friendly". They will not contribute to land degradation such as downstream
salinisation, erosion, flooding, environmental damage to wetlands and waterways or
sedimentation in the long term.
A list of the required documentation that is required with each drainage proposal
whether as a group or individual is available from the Department of Agriculture.
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Appendix 6:  Native plants of the Katanning Zone useful for revegetation
By Geoff Woodall, Research Officer, Albany; Bruce Radys, Revegetation Officer, Albany; and Chrissy Rob, Farm Forestry
Development Officer, CALM, Katanning
Land management unit
Genus and
species
Common
name Mallet hills Gravelridges and
slopes
Brown
and yellow
sands
Sandy
dupl ex
soils
Red soils Broad
valleys
Grey clays Salt-
affec ted
land
Hillside
seeps
Granite Rock
outcrops
Dolerite
Laterite Pale deep
sands
Salt lakes
Acacia acuminata var.
acuminata
Jam ! ! ! ! ! !
Acacia microbotrya Manna wattle ! ! ! ! !
Acacia pulchella Prickly Moses ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Acacia saligna Golden wreath wattle ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Allocasuarina huegeliana Rock sheoak ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Allocasuarina humulis Dwarf sheoak ! ! ! ! !
Atriplex semibaccata Creeping saltbush ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Callistemon phoeniceus Bottlebrush ! ! ! ! ! !
Calothamnus quadrifidus Kwowdjard, crimson netbush ! ! ! ! !
Calothamnus sanguinius Pindak ! ! ! ! !
Casuarina obesa Swamp oak, bull oak ! ! ! !
Dryandra armata Harsh dryandra ! !
Eucalyptus astringens Brown mallet ! ! !
Eucalyptus calycogona Square-fruited mallee ! ! ! !
Eucalyptus incrassata Lerp mallee, yellow mallee ! !
Eucalyptus longicornis Red morrel !  !
Eucalyptus loxophleba York gum ! ! !  !
Eucalyptus occidentalis Flat-topped yate ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Land management unit
Genus and
species
Common
name Mallet hills Gravellyridges and
slopes
Brown
and yellow
sands
Sandy
dupl ex
soils
Red soils Broad
valleys
Grey clays Salt-
affec ted
land
Hillside
seeps
Granite Rock
outcrops
Dolerite
Laterite Pale deep
sands
Salt lakes
Eucalyptus phenax Kangaroo Island mallee ! ! ! ! !
Eucalyptus salmonophloia Salmon gum ! !
Eucalyptus spathulata Swamp mallet ! !
Eucalyptus platypus Moort !
Eucalyptus vegrandis  - ! ! !
Eucalyptus wandoo White gum, wandoo ! ! ! ! ! !  !  !
Gastrolobium spinosum Prickly poison ! ! ! !
Hakea lissocarpha Honeybush ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Hypocalymma angustifolium White myrtle ! ! !
Jacksonia sternbergiana Kapur ! !
Leptospermum erubescens Pink tea-tree ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Melaleuca brophyi  - ! ! !
Melaleuca cuticularis Saltwater paperbark ! ! !
Melaleuca lateriflora  - ! ! ! !
Melaleuca uncinata Broombush ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Santalum acuminatum Quandong ! ! ! !
Santalum spicatum Southern sandalwood ! ! ! ! !
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Other plants useful for farm forestry and revegetation projects
Genus and species Common name Land management units
Mallet
hills
Gravelly
ridges &
slopes
Brown &
yellow
sands
Sandy
duplex
soils
Red
soils
Broad
valleys
Heavy
clays
Salt
affected
land
Hillside
seeps
Pale
deep
sands
Salt
lakes
Eucalyptus saligna Sydney blue gum ! ! ! !
Eucalyptus cladocalyx Sugar gum ! ! ! !
Eucalyptus globulus (max 4 rows) Tasmanian blue gum ! !
Eucalyptus camaldulensis River red gum ! ! ! ! !
Eucalyptus sideroxylon Iron bark ! ! ! !
Corymbia maculata (Eucalyptus maculata) Spotted gum ! ! ! ! !
Various Eucalyptus species Oil mallees ! ! ! ! ! !
Pinus pinaster Maritime pine ! !
Cytisus proliferus Tagasaste/tree lucerne ! ! !
Melaleuca cuticularis Saltwater paperbark ! ! !
Melaleuca thyoides Salt lake honey myrtle ! ! ! !
Various Atriplex species Salt bushes ! ! ! !
Oil mallees
Eucalyptus angustissma Narrow-leafed mallee ! !
Eucalyptus gratiae ! ! ! !
Eucalyptus horistes !
Eucalyptus kochii Oil mallee ! !
Eucalyptus loxophleba lissophloia Smooth-barked York gum ! ! ! ! !
Eucalyptus polybractea Blue-leaved mallee ! !
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Appendix 7:  List of contacts and further information
Of the publications listed below, Farmnotes, Bulletins, Miscellaneous Publications, Factsheets, Treenotes, Technical Bulletins and
Resource Management Technical Reports are produced by the Department of Agriculture.
Farming system contacts
Subject Contacts Publications / Websites
Cropping options Lower recharge farming
systems and Warm season
crops
Western Australian Lucerne Growers’ Inc
c/- Dept of Agriculture Katanning    9821 3333
Western Australian No-Tillage Farmers’
Association (Inc)
Ph/fax: 9622 3395  Mobile: 0427 223 395
Dept of Agriculture
Farming System Development Officer
Katanning    9821 3333
Centre for Cropping Systems
Northam    9690 2000
WA No-Tillage Farmers’ Assoc.
www.wantfa.com.au
“Low recharge farming systems, Case Studies on the
South Coast” – Misc. Pub. 22/2000
Pasture options Lucerne and other perennial
pastures
As for cropping options above “Perennial pastures for areas receiving less than
800 mm annual rainfall” - Bulletin 4253
 “Establishing perennials in areas with less than
700 mm annual rainfall” Farmnote 8/93
“SoilGuide” - Bulletin 4343.  This is also relevant for
wheat, barley, oats, lupins, canola, field peas, faba
beans, chickpeas, annual clovers, serradella, medics,
lucerne, phalaris, cocksfoot, tall fescue, perennial
ryegrass, kikuyu, Rhodes grass, couch, paspalum,
puccinellia, tall wheat grass, saltwater couch,
tagasaste, saltland plants.
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Farming system contacts (cont.)
Subject Contacts Publications / Websites
Pasture options Lucerne and other perennial
pastures
“Dryland lucerne – establishment and management” -
Farmnote 4/98
 “Lucerne in pasture-crop rotations – establishment
and management” - Farmnote 135/2000
 “Dryland Lucerne Information Booklet” Dept of Agric,
Northam    9690 2000
“Diseases and their control in lucerne” -Farmnote
79/89
 “Grazing sheep and cattle on dryland lucerne” -
Farmnote 36/2001
 “Insect pests in lucerne” - Farmnote 53/89
 “Dryland lucerne: Getting it right every time” - Primary
Industries of South Australia Bulletin 4/97
 “Lucerne for pasture and fodder” -  NSW Agriculture,
Agdex 121/13
“Lucerne the queen of forages” -Farmnote 65/94
Pasture options Lucerne and other perennial
pastures
Perennial grasse s
“Puccinell ia – perennial sweet grass” – brochure,
Primary Industries of South Australia and Saltland
Solutions
“Puccinell ia for productive saltland pastures” -
Farmnote 1/99
“Perennial grasses for animal production in the high
rainfall areas of WA” - Misc. Pub. 2/98
 “Use of native perennial grasses on farms in the
wheatbelt of WA” - Misc. Pub. 8/99
“Green feed in summer – Case study” – Farmnote
59/96
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Farming system contacts (cont.)
Subject Contacts Publications / Websites
Fodder shrub
options
Tagasaste and Saltbush Dept of Agriculture
Farming System Officers
Katanning    9821 3333
“Tagasaste” - Bulletin 4291
“Tagasaste” - FactSheet 37/2000
“The feed value of the perennial fodder shrub
tagasaste” - Farmnote 50/2000
“Farmer to Farmer Case Studies: Tagasaste”  -
Farmnote 12/96
Acacia saligna Dept of Conservation Farm Forestry Unit
c/- Dept of Agriculture
Katanning    9821 3233
Commercial farm
forestry
Radiata pine (Pinus radiata)
Maritime pine (Pinus pinaster)
WA eucalypts for sawlogs
(suitable for rainfall >450 mm)
Eastern States eucalypts for
sawlogs and other species
Sandalwood
Oil Mallees
Dept of  Conservation Farm Forestry Unit,
c/- Dept of Agriculture
Katanning    9821 3233
Forest Products Commission
Katanning    9821 3207 / 3208
Farm Forestry and Revegetation Project Dept of
Agriculture
Narrogin    9881 0222
Oil Mallee Association of WA (Inc)
Southern Oil Mallee Group Inc
Katanning    9821 2876
“Agroforestry with widely-spaced pine trees” -
Bulletin 4176
“Maritime Pine” - Revegetation on Farms Information
Kit, Dept of Agric. Narrogin    9881 0222
“Sandalwood” – Revegetation on Farms Information
Kit, Dept of Agric. Narrogin    9881 0222
”Eucalyptus Oil Mallee” - Revegetation of Farms
Information Kit, Dept of Agric. Narrogin 9881 0222
“Growing Pines for wood products” –TreeNote 18/99
“Eucalyptus Oil Mallees” - Fact Sheet 30/2000
 “Eucalyptus Oil Mallees” - Farmnote 48/98
Forest Products Commissionwww.fpc.wa.gov.au
Dept of Agriculture
www.agric.wa.gov.au/programs/srd/farmforestry/
www.agric.wa.gov.au/progserv/natural/trees/
Dept of CALM
www.calm.wa.gov.au/projects/tree_crop.html
Oil Mallees   www.oilmallee.com.au
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Carbon credit trading Dept of  Conservation Farm Forestry Unit
c/- Dept of Agriculture
Katanning    9821 3233
Productiv e use of
saline lands
Saltland plants Saltland Pastures Association
9871 2041
“Saltland Pastures in Australia: A Practical Guide” -
Bulletin 4312
 “Saltland Pastures – Options and constraints” –
Michael Lloyd & “Saltland Pastures? They are
feasible and sustainable – we need a new design” –
E.G. Barrett-Lennard and M. Ewing.   Papers from
the 5th National PURSL Conference Tamworth NSW
1998.
“Saltland management – revegetation” -Farmnote
44/86
 “Samphire for waterlogged saltland” -Farmnote
56/88 (reviewed 1999)
 “Forage shrubs and grasse s for revegetating
saltland” - Bulletin 4153 (reviewed 1999)
 “Saltland Pastures in Australia: A practical guide” -
Tech Bulletin 4312
 “Wheatbelt salinity – a review of saltland problems in
south-western Australia” - Tech Bulletin 52
Productiv e use of
saline lands
Saltland plants “Probability of saltland revegetation in 1993 and
recommendations for establishing saltland pastures”
- Technote 16/93
 “The economics of saltland agronomy” - Resource
Management Tech Report No. 56
Productiv e use of
saline water
Saline aquaculture Rainbow
trout
Black bream
Dept of Fisheries
Albany    9841 7766
Narrogin (c/- Dept of Agric)    9881 0222
Dept of Fisheries “AQUAINFO” information notes.
www.wa.gov.au/westfish/aqua
Freshwater
aquaculture
Yabbies and marron Dept of Fisheries
Albany    9841 7766
Narrogin (c/- Dept of Agric)    9881 0222
Dept of Fisheries
www.wa.gov.au/westfish/aqua
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Natural resource management
Subject Contacts Publications / Websites
Salinity Salinity – general Dept of Agriculture
Katanning    9821 3333
“Salinity at a glance” - Farmnote 8/2000
“2000 State Salinity Strategy”, State Salinity Council
“Wheatbelt salinity – a review of the saltland problems in
south-western Australia (revised)” - Technical Bulletin 52
Nativ e vegetation
management and
rev egetaion
Nativ e vegetation
management & revegetation
for nature conservation
Greening Australia (WA)
Bushcare Support Officers
Wagin    9861 2490
Tambellup    9825 3092
Land for Wildlife officers
Coordinator, CALM Como    9334 0530
Narrogin    9881 9218
Albany    9842 4500
Newdegate    9871 1791
Revegetation on Farms Project
Dept of Agriculture
Narrogin    9881 0222
Bushcare technical notes
CALM Wildlife Notes:
“How to manage your granite outcrops”
“How to manage your wandoo woodland”
“Managing your bushland”
Land for Wildlife’s “Western Wildlife” quarterly magazine
“Managing Dieback in Bushland” (by Shire of Kalamunda,
Dieback Working Group, NHT, Bushcare and CALM)
“Fitting trees into the farm plan” - Farmnote 102/88
“Reclaiming sandplain seeps with small blocks of trees” -
Farmnote 116/88
“Direct seeding native trees and shrubs”  Farmnote 34/98
Rivers, creeks and
wetlands
Protecting waterways and
wetlands
Waterways WA Coordinator and Rivercare
Water and Rivers Commission
Bunbury    9721 0666
Blackwood Waterwatch Program
Manjimup    9771 7400
Water and Rivers Commission
www.wrc.wa.gov.au/protect/waterways
Environmental Water Quality: A guide to sampling and
measurement” - Misc. Pub. 16/96
Engineering
options
Surface water management Land Conservation Officer / Hydrologist
Dept of Agriculture Katanning    9821 3333
Water and Rivers Commission
Perth    9278 0300
Bunbury    9721 0666
“Common Conservation Works Used in  Western
Australia” (Martyn Keen 1998) -Technical Report 185
www.agric.wa.gov.au/environment/land/drainwise
 “Evaporation Basin Guidelines for Disposal of Saline
Water” - Misc. Pub. 21/99
Groundwater management Dept of Agriculture Hydrogeologist
Katanning    9821 3333
“An assessment of the Efficacy of Deep Drains
Constructed in the Wheatbelt of Western Australia” -
Bulletin 4391
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Subject Contacts Publications / Websites
Groundwater pumping / Relief
wells / Syphons
Dept of Agriculture
Hydogeologist
Katanning    9821 3333
“Relief Wells in South Western Australia” - Farmnote
42/2001
“Pumps: A method of financially asse ssing groundwater
pumping used to mitigate salinity in South WA” - Resource
Management Tech Report 87
“Using pumps and syphons to control salinity at a saline
seep in the Wallatin Creek Catchment” - Resource
Management Tech Report 91
Soils Acid soils, Soil structure &
Water repellence
Dept of Agriculture
Soils Officer
Katanning    9821 3333
“Management of Soil Acidity in Agricultural Land” -
Farmnote 80/2000
 “Looking as Liming: Comparing Lime Sources” -
Farmnote 69/2000
Monitoring and
ev aluation
Monitoring and evaluation Land Management Society
Perth    9450 6862
Farm Monitoring Kit, Land Management Society
Funding opportunities
State Funding
Opportunities
Natural Heritage Trust (NHT) State NHT Coordinator
Perth    9368 3168 or 1800 198 231
Funding for projects in many areas, including Bushcare,
Rivercare, Landcare, farm forestry, fisheries, wetlands,
and endangered species etc.
Lotteries Commission /
Gordon Reid Foundation
Executive Officer, Gordon Reid Foundation
for Conservation
Perth    9340 5270 or 1800 655 270
Funding for not-for-profit groups in conserving and
restoring indigenous plants, animals and micro-organisms
and their natural environment in WA.
Community Conservation
Grants
Community Conservation Grants
CALM   Perth    9442 0300
Funding available for the conservation of flora, fauna and
associated activities
Dept of Fisheries –
Aquaculture Development
Fund
Aquaculture Development Council
Perth    9482 7333
Funding available in two categories – Aquaculture
Industry Development Projects and Marketing, Industry
Promotion and Study tours.
Regional Funding
Opportunities
Blackwood Basin Group:
Biodiversity Program Funding
High Value Public Assets
Funding
Blackwood Basin Group
Boyup Brook    9765 1555
Funding for fencing good quality bushland.
Funding to protect public assets of high value e.g. river
foreshores.
Blackwood Basin Group www.bbg.asn.au
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Useful community contacts
Agricultural
Services &
Contacts
Dept of Agriculture District
Offices
Dept of Agriculture
Katanning     9821 3333
Narrogin       9881 0222
Albany         9892 8444
Cropline Freecall       1800 068 107
Access to technical information and staff, library
resources, videos, publications and other current
information and services provided by the Department.
Great Southern Development
Commission
Katanning 9821 3211 Supports initiatives that build capacity of regional and
rural communities; works towards diverse regional
economic base; supports infrastructure development.
Landcare Landcare Centres and Land
Conserv ation District
Committees (LCDC)
Landcare Centres:
Katanning    9821 4327
Gnowangerup     9828 1086
Broomehill        9824 1245
Pingrup    9820 1004
Centres run by the community, which provide
landholders with access to local natural resource
management information and services.
Conserv ation and
protecting the
env ironment
Biodiversity Dept of Conservation District Office
Katanning 9821 1296
Information, material and advice on conservation and
biodiversity issues.
Regional natural resource
management groups
Zone Action Groups
Blackwood Basin Group (BBG)
Boyup Brook    9765 1555
Wagin/Woodanilling Zone
Zone Manager    9861 2222
Dumbleyung Zone
Zone Manager    9863 4225
Regional natural resource management group
providing assistance to Blackwood Basin Zones,
information, advice, funding and monitoring of
biodiversity.
Land Management Land Management Society
PO Box 242 COMO WA    9450 6862
Land Management Society
www.space.net.au/~lmsinfo
Support Serv ices Social Impacts of Salinity (SIS) Social Impacts of Salinity Coordinator
Dept of Agriculture
Katanning    9821 3333
Offers community funding information, regional
contact lists, ‘Getting more from you group’ workshops
and general follow up support after the RCA process.
Southern Agcare Southern Agcare
Gnowangerup    9827 1559 / 9824 1036
Providing counseling to the farming community.
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Useful agricultural internet sites
ABC Countrywide – http://www.abc.net.au/rural/news_states/trannrn.htm
Transcripts of the ABC’s daily National Rural News programs.  Also contains the
latest national weather and satellite maps.
AgFax Information Retrieval System –
http://www.agric.wa.gov.au/customer_services/AgFax.htm
The home page of the Dept of Agriculture’s AgFax service, which contain instructions
on how to use the service.
AGNET – http://agnet.com.au/biglist.html  A list of Australian agricultural sites.
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Australia (AFFA) http://www.affa.gov.au/
Australian Wheat Board – http://www.awb.com.au/
Bureau of Meteorology (WA) – http://www.bom.gov.au/weather/wa/
CSIRO Land and Water – http://www.clw.csiro.au/
Department of Conservation and Land Management – http://www.calm.wa.gov.au
Department of Agriculture – http://www.agric.wa.gov.au
Department of Fisheries – http://www.wa.gov.au/westfish/
Kondinin Group – http://www.kondinin.com.au/
Land and Water Resources Research and Development Corporation –
http://www.lwrrdc.gov.au/
Landcare Australia – http://www.landcareaustralia.com.au/
National Farmers Federation Australia – http://www.nff.org.au/
Natural Heritage Trust (funding program) – http://www.nht.gov.au/funds.html
Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation –
http://www.rirdc.gov.au
Water and Rivers Commission – http://www.wrc.wa.gov.au
The Woolmark Company – http://www.wool.com.au/
Keep in mind when using the Internet, particularly with overseas information, that the
information needs to be relevant to your farming practices.  For example, are the
chemicals described registered in WA?  Are the pests the same?  Are the soil types
similar?
